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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is the year 2001. The Chicago police know that a large and violent 
drug ring is operating out of  Slumville, a downtown section of  the city. 
The gang manufactures drugs, sells them on the streets, and distributes 
them to other locations in Chicago and outlying areas. Wary of  
electronic surveillance, the group never uses phones or pagers but 
instead conducts all of  its transactions face-to-face. The city is fed up 
with having an illegal drug factory in its midst. 

The new chief of  police decides to mount an aggressive effort to 
close down the gang's operation, but does not have the manpower she 
needs to carry out an extensive campaign. Even if she did, she doubts 
whether traditional foot and car patrols could safely put a stop to the 
gang's activities. The department has recently spent a considerable sum 
of  money on investigative technology. The ch'iefdecides that using the 
new gadgets to identify and assemble evidence against the kingpins and 
soldiers of  the operation would be the perfect way to prove the worth of  
the investment. 

The attack against the gang proceeds on several fronts. Telephone 
poles at every intersection of  Slumville are conspicuously outfitted with 
bullet-resistant video cameras, equipped with wide-angle lenses and 24- 
hour recording capacity. Miniature video cameras with pinhole apertures 
are covertly installed in a number of  SlumviIle buildings thought to 
house gang members. At night, police periodically fly over the area in 
helicopters, armed with nightscopes that have a magnification capability 
of  500x and devices that detect heat waves emanating from buildings, a 
telltale sign of  a drug processing laboratory. 

Any car that leaves or enters the area is tracked electronically, 
following signals from transponders installed as  part of  Chicago's 
Intelligent Transportation System or, if the transponder has been 
removed, using signals from a beeper attached to the car by projectile 
launcher. At various streets leading into Slumville, checkpoints are 
established. At each one, the deparlment installs devices that produce 
detailed pictures of  objects concealed by clothing or car exteriors. 
Similar hand-held devices are used by foot and car patrols to scan 
passersby. As a final measure, the city contracts with the federal 
gnvemment to have photographs of  Slumville taken whenever a satellite 
is within range; these pictures can be enhanced to highlight suspicious 
activity. 
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All o f  this technology exists today, albeit in differing stages o f  
development.  Some o f  it (e.g., beepers and video cameras) has been 
available to the police in some form for decades) Other technologies 
(e.g., sensitive "see-through" technology and satellite photography) have 
only recently begun to find their way into the law enforcement arsenal, 2 
partly as the result o f  the "peace dividend" associated with the end o f  the 
Cold W a r /  Although none o f  this technology is routinely used by the 
average police department at present, it is likely to become more 
prevalent as it becomes less expensive and better known. 

Unfortunately, current law is ill-equipped to handle the issues raised 
by this merger  o f  space-age science and modem-day law enforcement. 
Indeed, police use o f  this surveillance technology is virtually unregulated 
by either legislation or administrative rules. While judicial decisions 
have produced some useful criteria for deciding when and how to 
regulate technological investigation, courts have failed to produce a 
consistent or  comprehensive approach to such regulation? 

In 1995, the American Bar Association began an effort to fill this 
void. In May o f  that year, the A B A ' s  Criminal Justice Section estab- 
lisbed a Task Force on Technology and Law Enforcement/  Composed 
o f  judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, privacy experts, national 
security experts, law professors, and representatives o f  federal and state 
law enforcement agencies, 6 the Task Force was initially directed to 

1. See, e.g., ALAN F. WEST,, PmVACV Am) FREEDOM 173 (1967) (noting that 
according to a "thorough" 1957 study of local and state governmental surveillance, 
"tracking devices.., and hidden cameras were widely used not only by urban police and 
prosecutors" offices but also by suburban departments, sheriffs" offices, state troopers, 
highway patrols, and state attomey-generals' [sic] offices, as well as some state regulatory 
agencies and legislative committees."). 

2. See, e.~, Fox Butterfield, New Devices May Let Police Spot People on the Street 
Hiding Guns, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 7, 1997, at AI, AI0 (noting law enforcement plans to 
install sensitive weapon-detection systems in prisons and courthouses, and describing 
research into devices that could detect weapons underclothing from up to 60 feet away); 
Ktysten C. Kelly, Note, Warramless Setellite Surveillance: Will Our Fourth Amendment 
Privacy Rights Be Lost in Space?, 13 J. MARSHAt.L J. COMPIYr~ & I~o.  L. 729, 761 
(1995) ("[L]aw enforcement agencies will eventually use the satellite in surveillance....'). 

3. For instance, the fasu:st, Iongast-range detectinn device was developed by the U.S. 
Army. See Butterfield, supra note 2, at AI 0. Satellite photography was also developed for 
military purposes. See Kelly, supra note 2, at 730 nnA0-12. 

4. See infra Part IIML 
5. Letterfrom Wil! iamH.Je~Jr . ,  ChairoftheABA'sCriminalJusticoStandards 

Committee, to Sheldon Krant7, Chair of the Task Force (May 3, 1995) (on file with the 
Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology) [hereinaRer Jeffress Letter]. 

6. The Task Force originally consisted of nine members and eleven liaisons from 
various httmested otganizafiuns. Membership changed ever the two-year period ofthe Task 
Force. 

Task Force Members:. Sheldon Krantz, Chair, Piper & Marbury, Washington, DC; 
Walter Bruce Brmvraidge, General Counsel to the Cleveland Police Deparmm~ Cleveland, 
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review the ABA's Electronic Surveillance Standards. ~ These standards, 
which cover wiretapping and bugging, have not been substantially 
revised since 1978) However, the ABA also recognized the need to 
expand the scope of  these standards to reflect the development of  other 
"advanced investigative tools" ~ tools that might require a rebalancing 
of"the need for aggressive law enforcement with privacy and freedom 
. . .  considerations. "9 

To carry out this objective, the Task Force divided law enforcement 
surveillance practices into three conceptual categories: communications 
surveillance, physical surveillance, and transactional surveillance. ~o The 

OH; the Honorable James G. Can', Judge, U.S. District Court, Toledo, OH; Scott Charoey, 
Chief, Computer Crime Unit, U.S. Department of Justice; Andrew Good, defense attorney, 
Silverglate & Good, Boston, MA; the Honorable Richard Huffman, Associate Justice, 
Fourth District Court of Appeal, San Diego, CA; Professor Wayne R. LaFave, University 
of Illinois College of Law, Champaign, IL; Marc Rotenbcrg, Director, Electronic Privacy 

o.rmation Center, Washington, DC; Gall Thackeray, Deputy County Attorney, Phoenix, 

Reporters: Professor Christopher Slobogin, University of Florida College of Law, 
Gainesville, FL; the Honorable Martin Marcus, Judge, Bronx County Supreme Court, 
Bronx, NY. 

Liaisons=. James M. Caterson, National District Attorneys Association; Ronald 
Goldstock, ABA Criminal Justice Section Council; Samuel A. Guibetson, ABA Criminal 
Justice Section Science and Technology Committee; Mary F. Harkenrider, U.S. Department 
of  Jnstice; William J. Johnson, National Association of  Police Organizations; Lionel 
Kennedy, National Security Agency; Albert J. Krieger, National Association for Criminal 
Defense Lawyers; Emil P. Moschella, Federal Bureau of Investigation; Eric M. Noonan, 
National Association of Attorneys General; Ronaid L. Plesser, ABA Individual Rights and 
Responsibilities Section; Terrence Sheridan, Major Cities Chiefs Association; Jo-Ann 
Wallace, National Legal Aid and Defender Association; Daniel Weitzner, Center for 
De~nfensoueracy and Technology (ad hoc liaison); IL Hackney Wiegmann, U.S. Department of  

; Brad Wiegmann, U.S. Department of De lense (replacing IL Hackney Wiegmann); 
Stuart Wirtz, Federal Bureau of  Investigation (replacing Emil P. Moscheila). 

7. STA~3ARDS FOR C'mMrUAL JUSTICE § 2 (2¢1 ed. 1980 & Supp. 1986) [hereinafter 
Electronic Surveillance Standards]. These standards originated in the AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS 
RH~T~O TO FJ.ECr~NtC S U R ~ C E  (Tentative Draft 1968) [hereinafter PROJECT]. 

8. The Electronic Surveillance Standards were modified in 1978 (Kenneth j. Hodson, 
Chair, Standing Committee on Association Standards for Criminal Justice; Frank J. 
Remington, Chair, Task Force on Electronic Surveillance; James G. Carl-, Reporter) and in 
1986 (William H. Erickson, Chair, Standing Committee on Association Standards for 
C rinlinal J Us~ce; Eugene Cermti, Relmfter). Both revisions consisted primarily o fulxiating 
conmam[my, although the 1978 revision did msolt in some changes to black-letter.~tandards 
as well. 

9. Jeffress Letter, supra note 5, at 1. 
I0. The Task Force identified two other areas of  concern: searches and seizures of 

computers, and encryption. The former focuses primarily on searches and seizures of  
technology, as opposed to searches and seizures us/ngtechnology. Encryption involves the 
use oftechnology toprevent searches and seizun:s. Accordingly, these areas ate not closely 
related to the three categories identified in the text. 
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term communications surveillance encompasses the real-time ~' intercep- 
tion o f  oral, written, and electronic communicat ions using electronic or 
other means. '2 Physical surveillance involves the real-time observation 
or detection o f  movements ,  activities, and conditions. Finally~ transac- 
tional surveillance refers to efforts to access pre-existing records such as 
phone logs, electronic mail logs, credit card histories, other financial 
transaction data, and air, train, and bus travel bookingsJ  3 

This Article describes the A B A ' s  current efforts to establish 
guidelines for technologically-assisted physical surveillance (i.e., 
physical surveillance that uses the types o f  technology described earlier). 
The Appendix  sets out the Tentative Draft Standards Concerning 
Technologically-Assisted Physical Surveillance that were approved by 
the Task Force in February, 1997J 4 The body o f  the Article explains the 
process by which these standards were created. Part II describes and 
analyzes  current law on the subject. Part III outlines the Task Force ' s  
current approach to technologically-assisted physical surveillance. Part 
IV identifies the issues that generated the most  debate with-~n the Task 
Force and explains how they were resolvedJ 5 The primary purposes o~ 
this Article are to alert interested parties (including law enforcement 
officials, lawyers, and the public) to ~ e  A B A ' s  efforts and to encourage 
feedback. 

11. The term "real-time" describes activities that occur in the present according to a 
conventional human time frame. With regard to communication, "real-time" surveillance 
occurs contemporaneously; itdoes not include searches of records of past transactions. 

12. Standards on this topic are currently being revised by the Task Force, with the 
Honorable Martin Marcus as Reporter. 

13. See generally Jonathan P. Graham, Note, Privacy, Computers, and the Commer- 
cial Dissemination of Personal Information, 65 TEx. L. REV. 1395, 1397-1402 (1987). 
Although this informatinn'can be accessed through traditional means, computers greatly 
facilitate "collecting, storing, processing and disseminating personal data." Id. at 1397. 
Given resource and time constraints, the Task Force is not likely to develop standards in this 
a r e a .  

14. As the title indicates, these standards are only preliminary. Although the Task 
Force has approved them, to become official ABA policy they must be endorsed by a 
majority of the ABA House of Delegates. Before that can occur, the standards and 
accompanying commentary must be reviewed by the Criminal Justice Standards Committee 
(a group ofjudges~ defense attorneys, and prosecutors) and the standards (sans commen- 
tary) must be reviewed and approved by the Criminal Justice Section Council (a similarly- 
constituted group), with the latter subjecting the standard to two formal readings. 

15. Although a commentary to the Tentative DraR Standards exists, it is not reproduced 
here for several reasons. First, it is still in draft form, as it must be because significant 
changes to the standards could occur. See supra note 14. Second, even the draft version 
is extremely long. Third, the ABA retains copyright over the commentary. Nonetheless, 
the overlap between the draR commentary and this Article is significant, ifouly because the 
two documents have the same author. 
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II. T H E  LEGAL RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE 

To the extent any regulation o f  law enforcement  use o f  
technologically-assisted physical surveillance has occurred, it has come 
primarily from courts. In contrast to electronic surveillance o f  communi- 
cations 16 and some types o f  transactional surveillance, phy~|cal 
surveillance has never been the subject o f  concerted legislative oversight. 
Neither the A B A ' s  Electronic Surveillance Standards ts nor the analogous 
federal p rov i s io~  dealing with electronic surveillance (Title III) regulate 
technological  enhancement  o f  physical surveillance. '9 State and local 
lawmaking bodies have also largely avoided the issue. 2° 

Courts, on the other hand, have been increasingly active in setting 
legal parameters for the use o f  these surveillance devices. Judicial 
analysis  has  focused on whether, and to what  extent, ~ the Fourth 
Amendment  is implicated by physical surveillance. The initial question 
under that Amendment  has been whether the surveillance is a "search." 
Since Katz v. United States, 2~ in which the Supreme Court  held that 
police use o f  a bugging device to eavesdrop on a phone booth 
conversation is a Fourth Amendment  search, this threshold has been 
defined as police action the.t infringes on "expectation[s] o f  p r i v a c y . . .  

16. See Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 18 
U.S.C. §§ 2510-2520 (1994) [hereinafter,Title III]. Since the enactment of the 1968 Act, 
there have been two significant amendments to Title lII: the Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-508, 100 Stat. 1848 (codified in scattered sections of 
18 U.S.C.) (regulating, inter alia, the interception of cellular phone calls and electronic 
mail) and the Digital Telephony Act of ! 994, Pub. L. No. ! 03-414,108 Slat. 4279 (codified 
at 47 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1010 (1994 & Supp. 1997) and in scattered sections of 18 U.S.C.) 
(dealing primarily with the configuration of communications systems to facilitate access by 
law enforeemen0. 

17. For example, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act regulates access to stored 
electronic communications and electronic bulletin board member lists. See 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2703(c)(I)(A) (1994). The Right to Financial Privacy Act regulates access to financial 
information. See 12 U.S.C. § 3402 (1994). The Cable Television Privacy Act regulates 
disclosure of identifying information about cable subscribers. See 47 U.S.C. § 551 (1994). 

i 8. As the conunentary to the Project stated, "[lit was felt that the standards should be 
limited t~ aural survetllance, . . . .  since tt was in thts field that we had the greatest,, experience 
and that to attempt to go beyond that experience now would be premature. PRomCT, supra 
note 7, at 104. 

19. Butsee infra text accompanying note 94. 
20. See, e.g., Richard Cole, Man with Hidden Camcorder May Be GuiRy, But of 

What?, SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIB., Mar. 26, 1996, at A3 (reporting that surreptitious filming 
of private club members is not a crime unless simultaneous audio recording occurs). But 
el. SEMINOLE COUNTY FLORIDA, SEMINOLE COUNTY FLORIDA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM POLICY FOR USE OF TRAFFIC MONITORING DEVICES (1996) (on file with the 
Harvarddournal of  Law and Technology) (detailing regulations that govern public use of 
video cameras by law enforcement agencies). 

21. 389 U.S. 347 (1967). 
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that society is prepared to recognize as ' r e a s o n a b l e . ' "  Assuming 
surveillance does implicate the Fourth Amendment,  the second question 
concerns the criteria necessary to authorize surveillance a warrant 
based on probable cause, something more, or something less. One o f  the 
Task Force ' s  first tasks was to analyze judicial treatment o f  these issues 
with respect to physical surveillance. 

A. Factors from the Case Law 

In deciding whether  a particular type o f  physical surveillance is a 
search and, i f  so, how to regulate it, the courts have adopted a multi- 
factor  approach.  The seven factors discussed below overlap to some 
extent; further, in any given case only a few may be explicitly mentioned. 
Considered together, however, they span the universe o f  considerations 
that courts have applied to physical surveillance, whether or not it is 
technologically-aided. 

1. The Nature o f  the Place To Be Observed 

The most  important factor has been the nature o f  the place subjected 
to physical surveillance. Not  surprisingly, given Katz's emphasis on 
expectations o f  privacy, enhanced surveillance is least likely to be le.ft 
unregulated when it focuses on the home, normally the site o f  one 's  most  
intimate activities. Thus, courts often hold that observing the interior o f  
a home or  similar area ~ is a search, at least when conducted with 
enhancement  devices. 24 In such instances, courts usually require a 

22. ld. at 361. 
23. Katz's holding that bugging a phone booth is a search established that while homes 

may be the paradigmatic protected area, certain other areas are entitled to substantial 
protection. See, e.g, O'Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1987) (holding that desk drawers 
in an office are entitled to areasonable expectation of privacy); State v. Bryant, 177N.W.2d 
800 (Minn. 1970) (holding that restrooms in a store are protected by the Fourth Amend- 
ment); Alward v. State, 912 P.2d 243 (Nev. 1996) (finding a reasonable expectation of 
privacy in a tent, even though positioned on public land); State v. Baker, 271 A.2d 435 (NJ. 
1970) (finding that a private room in a store is protected by the Fourth Amendment). 

24. See, e.g., United States v. Taborda, 635 F.2d 131 (2d Cir. 1980) (observ~ation of  
a residence using a telescope); United States v. Kim, 415 F. Supp. 1252 (D. Haw. 1976) 
(same); State v. Ward, 617 P.2d 568 (Haw. 1980) (same); State v. Blacker, 630 P.2d 413 
(Or. Ct. App. 1981} (same); State v. Crea, 233 N.W.2d 736 (Minn. 1975) (shining a 
flashlight into a basement); Commonwealth v. Williams, 431 A.2d 964 (Pa. 1981) 
(observation of an apartment using binoculars and a Startron nightscope); see also WAYNE 
LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE: A TREATISE ON THE FOURTH AMENDMENT § 2.2 (3d ed. 
1996). As Professor LaFave notes, when the surveillance is with the naked eye, a different 
view prevails: "At least when the officer only employs his natural senses, the prevailing rule 
is that such uses of the senses 'made from a place where a police officer has a right to be 
do not amount to a search in the constitutional sense.'" Id. at § 2.3(c) (citations omitted). 
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warrant based on probable cause, although in some situations more might 
be required and in others less might be sufficient. For example, many 
lower courts have held. that video surveillance o f  the interior o f  a home 
must  meet  the more  stringent federal statutory requirements applied in 
the wiretapping con tex t  "s Toward  the other end o f  the spectrum, in 
United States v. Karo,  "-~ the Supreme Court  held that the use o f  an 
electronic beeper  to detect movement  within a house is a search that 
requires some type o f  judicial authorization, but leR open the question 
o f  whether probable cause or  merely reasonable suspicion is requiredY 
As developed below, :s many  lower courts have held that even 
suspicionless surveillance o f  homes is permitted under certain circum- 
stances. Nonetheless,  as a general rule courts accord homes and like 
areas the most  significant protection. 

In contrast, when  the surveillance is o f  an area outside a residence 
or  similarly private area, courts have often foundthe  Fourth Amendment  
irrelevant. For  instance, the Supreme Court  held in United States v. 
Knotts -'9 that use o f  a beeper to detect movement  on the public roads is 
not a search. Also not a search, according to the Court, is the use 0 f a n  
illumination device to inspect the interior o f  a car  through a window,  3° 
the interior o f  a barn located in an open field, 3j or  the exterior o f  a boa t :  2 
Nor  is aerial surveillance o f  industrial n or  residential ~ curtilage normally 
a search, even if  it takes place only  400 yards above the g r o u n d :  s 
Consonant  with these Supreme Court  opinions, lower courts have 
typically held that the use o f  enhancement  devices to view cars, 
curtilage, open fields, or public areas is not  a search? 6 

25. See, e.g., United States v. Tortes, 751 F.2d 875 (7th Cir. 1984) (holding that a Title 
III warrant describing with particularity the place to be viewed is necessary to authorize 
video surveillance, and may be issued only if other means of investigation have failed and 
steps are taken to minimiz¢ mmecessary privacy intrusions); United States v. Falls, 34 F.3d 
674 (Sth Cir. 1994); United States v. Koyomejian, 970 F.2d 536 (9th Cir. 1992). 

26. 468 U.S. "/05 (1984). 
27. Seeid. at718. 
28. See infra notes 39, 56-57 & 62 and accompanying text (discussing cases that 

involve a failure to take precautions, the use of"eommon" technology, and confirmation of 
naked-eye viewing). 

29. 460 U.S. 276 (1983). 
30. See Texas v. Brown, 460 U.S. 730 (1983). 
31. See United States v. Dunn, 480 U.S. 294 (1987). 
32. See Lee v. United States, 274 U.S. 559 (192"/). 
33. See Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 476 U.S. 227 (1986) (a telescopic map- 

making camera in aerial surveillance). 
34~ See California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986). 
35. See Horidav. Riley,488 U.S. 445 (1989) (Iow-aititade helicopter surveillance). 
36. See LAFAvE, supra note 24, § 2.2(b)-(c). 
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2. The Steps Taken to Enhance Privacy 

Even  an area normally associated with an expectation o f  privacy 
may  not be entitled to Fourth Amendment  protection if  no efforts are 
made to keep it private. Thus, in holding a flashlight inspection o f  a barn 
to be outside the Fourth Am e ndm e n t ' s  purview, the Supreme Cour t ' s  
decision in United States v. Dunn 37 noted that the upper portion o f  a 
"wal l"  through Which police observed the interior consisted only o f  
netting material. 3s Similarly, in California v. Ciraolo, 39 the fact that the 
defendant 's  fence was only ten feet high,  and thus would not have kept 
observers on a truck or  a double-decker bus from seeing his backyard 
helped justify aerial surveillance o f  residential curtilage. In a like vein, 
lower courts have often considered the presence o f fences  and curtains, 
the height o f  windows,  and whether objects were out o f  the line o f  
normal sight. 4° In short, a lack o f  effort to protect privacy may mean that 
one does not have any for Fourth Amendment  purposes. 

3. The Degree to Which the Surveillance Requires a Physical Intrusion 
onto Private Property (i.e., the Location o f  the Observer) 

In finding that no search had occurred in Ciraolo and its companion 
case, Dow Chemical Company v. United States, 4~ the Court  emphasized 
the fact that the government  had f lown over the land rather than 
physically intruded upon it. 42 Similarly, a dog sniff  o f  luggage is not a 
search in part because the dog  itself does not intrude into the luggage. 43 
Lower  courts have echoed the view, which harkens back to pre-Katz 

37. 480 U.S. 294 (1987). 
38. See id. at 298. 
39. 476 U.S. 207 (1986). 
40. See, e.g., People v. Ferguson, 365 N.E.2d 77 (II1. App. Ct. 1977) (holding that the 

use of binoculars to look through the windows of a second floor aparUnent from 60 feet 
away is not a search); People v. Hicks, 364 N.E.2d 440 01L App. Ct. 1977) (holding that 
the use of night binoculars to look into a fn~'t-floor hotel room when curtains could have 
been pulled is not a search); State v. Littleton, 407 So.2d 1208 (La. 1981 ) (holding that the 
use of binoculars to look into a hangar with a thirty- to forty-foot-wide opening is not a 
search); State v. Louis, 672 P.2d 708 (Or. 1983) (holding that the use of a telephoto lens to 
observe a person repeatedly positioning himself at a window is not a search). 

41. 476 U.S. 227 (1986). 
42. See Ciraolo, 476 U.S. at 207 ("The observations.., took place within public 

navigable airspace.., in a physically noninlrusive manner . . . .  "); Dow Chem., 476 U.S. 
at 237 ("The narrow issue . . .  concerns aerial observation of a 2,000-acre outdoor 
manufacturing facility without physical entry."). 

43. See United States v. Place, 462 U.S. 696, 707 (1983) (holding that because a dog 
sniff"does not require opening the luggage [and] does not expose nonconlraband items that 
otherwise would remain hidden from public view.., this investigative technique is much 
less intrusive than a typical search"). 
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trespass analysis, ~ that the absence o f  an intrusion diminishes Fourth 
A m e n d m e n t  concerns.  For  instance, courts have sanctioned the use o f  
thermal-imaging devices to detect heat waves emanating from houses in 
part because the surveillance does not require an entry. 4s 

A closely related issue is whether the observer 's  vantage point is 
"lawful"; this question is usually simply another way  o f  asking whether  
the surveillance involves an intrusion into private space. Even private 
property can be a lawful vantage point, as demonstrated by the holding 
in Dunn that v iewing the interior o f  a structure from a privately-owned 
open field is not  a search 46 and by lower court rulings that viewing the 
interior o f  a home from that part o f  the curtilage that invites the public 
(e.g., a sidewalk) is not  a search. 47 On the other hand, sufficiently 
unusual vantage points, including those located in public space, may  not 
be "lawful" for Fourth Amendment  purposes. 48 When a vantage point is 
lawful, however, even surveillance using enhancement devices is often 
found to be a c c e p t a b l e - -  several courts have held, for instance, that so 
long as the vantage point is lawful, using binoculars to look into a private 
residence is not a s e a r c h .  49 

4. The  Nature  o f  the Object  or  Activity Observed 

In Ciraolo, the Court  stated that Katz's  rule protecting the privacy 
o f  conversations "does  not translate readily into a rule o f  constitutional 

44. Prinr to Katz, Fourth Amendment pmte~ion depended upon whether police actions 
constituted a trespass on the property of the suspect. See Olmstead v. United States, 277 
U.S. 438 (1928) (holding that tapping telephone wires outside suspects' premises is not a 
search); Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942) (holding that listening to a 
conversation inan adjoining room by means ofa"detectaphene" placed against the wall is 
not a search). 

45. See, e.g., United States v. Pinson, 24 F.3d 1056, 1059 (8th Cir. 1994) ("The 
detection of the heat waste was not an intrusion into the home; no intimate details of the 
home were observed, and there was no intrusion upon the privacy of the individuals 
within."); United States v. Ishmael, 48 F.3d 850, 856 (5th Cir. 1995) (finding that thermal 
imaging devices do not in "any way penetrate structures within [the] area"). 

46. See United States v. Dunn, 480 U.S. 294, 304-05 (1987). 
47. See LAFAvE, supra note 24, § 2.3(c). 
48. See State v. Kender, 588 P.2d 447 (Haw. 1978) (holding that a search occurs where 

an officer climbs three-quarters of the way up a fence and braces himself on a fellow 
officer's shoulder to use a telescope to see into a backyard). 

49. See, e.g., United States v. Whaley, 779 F.2d 585 (1 lth Cir. 1986) (holding that the 
use of binoculars to observe a basement through a window from neighboring property is not 
a search); People v. Ferguson, 365 N.E.2d 77 (Ill. App. Ct. 1977); People v. Hicks, 364 
N.E.2d 440 (Ill. App. Ct. 1977); State v. Littleton, 407 So.2d 1208 (La. 1981); State v. 
Thompson, 241 N,W.2d 511 (Neb. 1976) (holding that the use of binoculars to observe a 
living room from an alley where "officers had a right to be" is not a search); State v. Louis, 
672 P.2d 708 (Or. 1983). 
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dimensions that one who  grows illicit drugs in his backyard" is entitled 
to an expectation o f p r i v a c y f l  Along the same lines, the Court  has held 
that testing a 3ubstance strongly believed to be cocaine is not a search, 5~ 
nor  is a d o g  sniff  o f  luggage that which alerts the police only to the 
presence o f  contraband. 52 Observation o f  impersonal objects other than 
illicit substances may  also be less subject to regulation. In Dow 
Chemical, the Court noted that the aerial photographs in dispute revealed 
physical  details o f  D o w ' s  plant, but not "identifiable human faces or 
secret documents," or other "intimate details. ''s3 Similarly, several cases 
holding that the use o f  thermal imaging devices is not a search character- 
ize heat waves  as "waste. ''54 

5. The Availabili ty o f  the Technology to the General l~bl ic  

The camera  used in Dow Chemical had a magnification capability 
o f  240x  s5 and cost  $22,000. These facts did not give the Court  pause, 
because the camera could be purchased on the commercial market. ~ The 
Court, however,  added that the same observation "using highly sophisti- 
cated surveillance equipment not  generally available to the public, such 
as satellite technology,  might  be constitutionally proscribed absent a 
warrant. ''57 Further, the use o f " a n  electronic device to penetrate walls 
or windows so as to hear and record confidential discussions o f  chemical 
formulae or  other trade secrets would  raise very different and far more 

50. California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 214 (1986). Presnmably for the same reason 
a burglar has no expectation ofprivacy. Cf Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 143 n.12 
(1978) ("A burglar plying his trade in a summer cabin during the offseason may have a 
thoroughly justified expectation of privacy, but it is not one which the law recognizes as 
'legitimate.'"). 

51. See United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 123 (1984) ("Congress has decided 
... to treat the interest in 'privately' possessing cocaine as illegitimate; thus, governmental 
conduct that can reveal whether a substan~ is eocene, and no other arguably "private" fa~ 
compromises no legitimate privacy interest."). 

52. See United States v. Place, 462 U.S. 696, 707 (1983) ("The sniffdisoloses only the 
presence or absence ofnarcotic~, a contraband item. Thus, despite the fact that the sniff 
tells the authorities something about the contents of the luggage, the information obtained 
is limited."). 

53. Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 476 U.S. 227, 239 n.5 (1986). 
54. See United States v. Pinson, 24 F.3d 1056,1059 (Sth Cir. 1994); United States v. 

Penny-Feeney, 773 F. Supp. 220, 225 (D. Haw. 1991). 
55. See Dow Chem., 4 7 6 U.S. at 2 42-43 & nA (Powell, J., dissonting) ( fincFmg that the 

camera allowed "enlargement to a scale of I inch equals 20 feet or greater, without 
significant loss of detail or resolution') (emphasis added). 

56. See/d at238 (describing the camera as "a conventional, albeitpn~'ise, commercial 
camera commonly used in map-making"). 

57. ld. 
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serious questions" than the camera surveillance in D o w  Chemical. 58 

Lower courts have echoed these sentiments, quite oi~en finding the 
commonness of  the surveillance technique to be dispositive, s9 

The reasoning in these cases takes on the flavor of  the Supreme 
Court's undercover investigatiun jurisprudence, 6° in which the targets of  
surveillance are said to assume the risk that the people with whom they 
interact will be government agents. In this context, however, the risk 
said to be assumed is actually twofold. First, these courts are saying that 
we must assume the risk that any device which is readily available on the 
market will be used to observe our movements and activities. Second, 
they are saying that, just as we should know that an acquaintance may be 
working for law enforcement, we assume the risk that those using such 
enhancement devices are government agents. 

6. The Extent to Which the Technology Enhances the Natural Senses 

Some courts have distinguished between devices that "improve" 
human senses and devices that "replace" them, with the latter being more 
likely to implicate the Fourth Amendment. 6~ Using the examples given 

58. /d. at 239. 
59. See. e.g,  United States v. Allen, 675 F2d 1373,1380 (9th Cir. 1980) (holding that 

the use Of a special lens is not a search because "such equipment is widely available 
commercially"); State v. Vogel, 428 N.W.2d 272, 275 (S.D. 1988) (finding no search where 
a camera with a zoom lens is used to photograph the interior of  a residence and there is"no 
showing that the cameras and lenses used . . .  [a~] 'sophisticated visual aids' or 'special 
equipment not generally in use'"); State v. Rose, 909 P.2d 280, 2860Vash. 1996) (holding 
that the use of  a flashlight to look into a house is not a search in part because a flashlight 
is"an exceedingly common device'); State v. Lange, 463 N.W~1390 (WIS. Ct. App. 1990) 
(finding no search when standard binoculars and cameras equipped with generally available 
standard and zoom lenses are used to view homes). 

60. See, e.g., Lewis v. United States, 385 U.S. 206, 211 (1966) (holding that enlry into 
a home by an undercover agent posing as a drug dealer is not a search when defendant 
invites him); United States v. White, 401 U.S 745, 752 0971) (holding that taping a 
conversation using a body bug on a government informant is not a search because there is 
no significant diffenmce between recording and hearing statements); United States v. l~aller, 
425 U.S. 435, 443 (1976) (holding that a government subpoena of  bank records is not a 
search because a depositor "takes the risk, in rev--ealing his affairs to another, that the 
information will be conveyed by that person to the government'); Smith v. Maryland, 442 
U.S. 735, 743-44 (1979) (holding that obtaining a defendant's phone numbers from the 
phone company is not a search because a person has no expectation of  privacy "in 
information he voluntarily turns over to third parties'). 

61. Compare People v. Amo, 153 Cal. Rptr. 624, 626 (CL App. 1979) (finding that 
binoculars may be used "to permit clandestine police surveillance of that which could be 
seen from a more obvious vantage point without the optical aid") with United States v. 
Thomas, 757 F.2d 1359, 1367 (2d Cir. 1985) (finding that the use of  a dog is"not a mere 
improvement of  sense of  smell, as ordinary eyeglasses improve vision, hut is a significant 
enhancement accomplished by a different, and far superior, sensory iustrmnent"). 
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in Dow Chemical, a satellite or gadget that sees through walls could be 
said to replace one's senses rather than enhance them because it sees 
things that the police might never be able to see with the eye. Con- 
versely, when enhancement devices simply "confirm" something already 
seen by the naked eye, or see something that could be viewed with the 
naked eye but for fear of  discovery, the use is less likely to be seen as a 
search, even if  the surveillance is Of the home. 62 This idea may help 
explain the holding in Texas v. Browd, 63 where the Supreme Court 
upheld the warrantless use o f  a flashlight to search the interior of  a car, 
stating that "the use o f  artificial means to illuminate a darkened area 
simply does not constitute a search, and thus triggers no Fourth Amend- 
ment protection. ''s* 

7. The Extent to Which the Surveillance Is Unnecessarily Pervasive, 
lnvasive, or Disruptive (i.e., Steps Taken to Minimize the Intrusion) 

Finally, several courts addressing the propriety of  physical surveil- 
lance have considered a complex of faetors analogous to those associated 
with minimization in the electronic surveillance context. 6s ~Most 
significantly, they have looked at the number o f  people or objects 
observed (the pervasiveness issue). For instance, while lower courts 
accept the idea that a dog sniff of  luggage is generally not a search, 
several have expressed concern over the routine use of  dogs to sniffall 
packages in a particular area. ss Similarly, while aerial surveillance is 
generally not considered a search, courts have condemned random aerial 
patrols over wide-ranging areas. 67 Along the same lines, in his dissent 

62. See United States v. Bassford, 601 F. Supp. 1324, 1335 (D. Me. 1985), aft'd, 812 
F.2d 16 (lst Cir. 1987) (holding that the use of binocolats is not a search when they give 
a"view of a readily visible marijuana plot previously observed with the naked eye"); State 
v. Holbron, 648 P.2d 194, 197 (Haw. 1982) (finding no search where binoculars are used 
only to confirm unaided observations); State v. Irwin, 718 P.2d 826, 829-30 (Wash. Ct. 
App. 1986) (holding that the use of an enhancement device from nearby woods in order to 
avoid detection is not a search). 

63. 460 U.S. 730 (1983).: 
64. Id. at 740. 
65. See 18 U.S.C. § 2518(5) (1994) (stating that electronic surveillance "shall be 

conducted in such a way as to minimize the interception of communications not otherwise 
subject to interception under this chapter . . . ' ) .  

66. See, e.g., United States v. Beale, 674 F.2d 1327, 1336 (9th Cir. 1982), vacated, 
463 U.S. 1202 (1983) ("Nothing would invoke the spocter of a totalitarian police state as 
much as the indiscriminate, blanke t use of trained dogs at roadblocks, airports and train 
stations."); United States v. Whitebead, 849 F.2d 849, 857 (4th Cir. 1988) ("Place 
obviously did not sanction the indiscriminate, blanket use oftrained dogs in all contexts."). 

67. See State v. Riley, 511 So.2d 282, 287-89 (Fla. 1987), rev'd, 488 U.S. 445 ( ! 989) 
( finding that low-level, indiscriminate helicopter surveillance is a search); People v. Agee, 
200 Cal. RpU'. 827, 836 (Cal. Ct. App. 1984) (criticizing wide-ranging aerial surveillance 
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in Jacobsen, Justice Brennan cautioned against reading the Court 's  
contraband search cases to permit police dogs to "roam the streets at 
random, alerting officers to people carrying cocaine," to allow drug 
scanning devices to " s c a n . . .  all passersby," or to authorize the use o f  
such devices "to identify all homes in which [contraband] is present. ' '~  

Conversely, "dragnet" use o f  such methods in a context o f  well- 
recognized danger (e.g., magnetometers in an airport) might be enthusi- 
astically welcomed. 69 In this type o f  situation, courts have recognized 
that the pervasiveness o f  the search may make it less invasive; v° in other 
words, subjecting everyone to a search may create less o f  a sense o f  
oppression or intrusion than singling out particular individuals without 
suspicion. 

The duration o f  the surveillance and its intensity are also relevant to 
the invasiveness issue. Courts have leveled criticism at prolonged 
observation 7' and at observation that is insufficiently limited in 
objective/2 A few courts have also expressed concern about "blanket" 
surveillance under which a target 's every public movement  is conspicu- 
ously observed. 73 

Finally, the disruptiveness o f  the surveillance might be a factor. In 
Flor~la v. Riley, TM the Supreme Court suggested that low-altitude, aerial 
surveillance might become a search i f  conducted with "hazard to persons 
or property on the surface" or in a way that interferes with "normal use 

as a police-state tactic). 
68. United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109,138(1984)(B~man, J.,dissenting). But 

see Davis v. Mississippi, 394 U.S. 721,727-28 (1969) (noting that dragnet seizures of 
people to obtain fingerprints might be reasonable if done in a manner that is not overly 
invasive). 

69. See ~ h e r  Slobegln, The World Without a FourthAmendme~t, 39 UCLA L. 
REv. 1, 62-63 (1991). 

70. See, e.g., Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 663 (I 979) (finding thatwhile random 
stops are impermissible, the "[q]uestiening of ell oncoming traffic at readblock-type stops 
is one possible alternative'). At least one court has recognized that "[~is not n ~  for 
a checkpoint to stop every car in order to be systematic but only for officers to be following 
some pattern that will ~ their discretion in choosing whether to stop a particular 
auto" People v. Estrada, 386 N.E.2d 128, 130 (Ill. App. CL 1979). 

71. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Williams, 431 A.2d 964, 966 (Pa. 1981) (involving 
officers who observed the interior of a home, including private sexual conduct, for nine days 
using binoculars and a nightscope). 

72. See, ~g., Smayda v. United States, 352 F.2d 251,257 (9th Cir. 1965) (requiring 
that observalions be limited "to the limes when [reslroom] crimes are most likely to ocean"). 

73. See, e.g., McGee v. Hester, 724 F.2d 89, 90-92 (801 Cir. 1983) (holding that open 
and excessive survcillance is grounds for a civil rights action whcu it diminishes store sales). 
But c/. United States v. Knotts~ 460 U.S. 276, 284 (1983 ) (responding to the argument that 
unlimited beaper serveillen~ is unmnstitutionel, the Court stated: "if such dragnet typs law 
enforcement practices.., should eventually occur, there will be time enough then to 
determine whether different constitutional principles may be applicable."). 

74. 488 U.S. 445 (1989). 
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o f  the [ h o m e ] . . .  or curtilage. ''~s Lower courts also have looked at the 
altitude o f  the aircraR and resulting disruption. ~6 One could imagine 
similar considerations affecting the propriety o f  the use o f  other types of  
surveillance such as aggressive, overt use o f  video cameras to record a 
political meeting. 

B. Analysis o f  the Factors 

The multiplicity o f  factors considered by courts in deciding the 
scope o f  the Fourth Amendment 's  application to physical surveillance 
makes any clear statement o f  the law in this area difficult. Nonetheless, 
the Task Force eventually concluded that some sort o f  multi-factor 
approach is both inevitable and proper given the elusive nature o f  the 
privacy concept? 7 Indeed, Standard 2-6.1(cXii) essentially replicates the 
seven factors described above and adds a few of  its own. 

At the same time, several o f  the factors identified by the courts are 
probably entitled to very little weight as a m,-'tter ofcousfitutional law or 
policy. While factors (1) and (7), dealing with the place observed and 
the minimization concept, respectively, seem central to any analysis o f  
physical surveillance technology, the other factors' relevance to this 
endeavor are suspect to varying degrees. A brief survey o f  the ways in 
which these remaining five factors are deficient aids the evaluation of  the 
case law and the standards. 

Factor (2), which focuses on ease o f  observation, is suspect for two 
reasons. First, it is troublesome to the extent it affords less protection to 
those who, for economic or ocher uncontrollable reasons, cannot take 
steps to protect their privacy, n More importantly, as many have pointed 
out, basing the degree o f  protection from government surveillance on 

75. Id. at 45 !-52. 
76. See, ~g., Gianocola v. West V& Dept. of Pub. Safety, 830 FDA 547, 550-51 (4th 

Cir. 1987) (considering the effect of aerial surveillance on g~ond activity); People v. 
Snced, 108 Cal. Rplr. 146, 151 (Ct- App. 1973) ("[The defendant had] a reasonable 
expectation of privacy to be flee from noisy police ~ o n  by helicopter from the air 
at 20 to 25 fcet and that such an invasinn was an tmreasonable govcrnng~tal inu'usion into 
the serenity and privacy of his back-yard."); State v. Roge~ 673 P2d 142, 143 (N.M. Ct. 
App. 1983) ("[C]onns have considered.., altitude ofthe airm-a~ use of equipment to 
enhance the observation, frequency of other flights and intensity of the surveillance."). 

77. See infra Part IV.C.2. 
78. See Ronald J. Bacigal, Some Observations and Proposals on the Nature of the 

Fourth Amendment, 46 GEO. WAStL I- REV. 529, 54 i -42, 542 n~94-95 (1978) (noting that 
privacy exists only for ~those wealthy enough to live exclusively in private places"); 
Kenneth Troiano, Comment,/.~wEnfon:ement UseofHigh Technology:. DoesClosi~tgthe 
Door Matter Anymore?, 24 CAL. W. L. REv. 83, 92 (1988) (noting that only professional 
criminals and the wealthy can affon:i the technology to hide from high ledmology 
surveillance). 
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efforts to evade it runs the risk o f  fostering a closed society in which 
people routinely curtail contact with the outside world. 79 The advent o f  
highly intrusive technologies exacerbates this risk, since increasing levels 
o f  precaution (e.g., thicker walls, heavily curtained windows, and 
avoidance o f  public exposure) are necessary to render them ineffective. 

Factor (3), the location of  the observer, should also at most be a 
secondary consideration in privacy analysis. As with factor (2), those 
with less wherewithal may have reduced protection from surveillance 
simply because they cannot distance themselves from lawful vantage 
points. More importantly, the location of  the observer may often have 
little to do with the degree o f  privacy intrusion. Surveillance o f  one's 
bedroom (or one's closed-in backyard) is equally intrusive whether 
conducted via binoculars or by an officer who has trespassed and 
remains hidden from view. Indeed, attributing significance to physical 
intrusion may encourage the police to engage in "non-physical" searches 
that are actually more intrusive, s° 

Factor (4), the object(s) o f  the surveillance, is o f  questionable 
relevance to the extent it forces distinctions between "intimate" and 
"non-intimate" objects - -  into which category does one place clothing, 
book covers, or unoccupied living rooms? Even if  the factor is refocused 
on whether the object is contraband, it remains suspect to the extent it 
permits dragnet searches o f  the type described by JustJog B~nnan in his 
Jacobsen dissent, ss On the other hand, i f  limited by factor (7), the 
minimization factor, whether surveillance reveals only illicit items may 
be an important and useful variable in expectation o f  privacy analysis, s2 

/) 

79. See, e.g., Anthony G. Amstcrdm~ Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 
Mn~. L REV. 349, 402(1974). 

[Slo far a~ Imn presently advised oftbe state of  the ngchanical arts 
- -  anyone c ~  protect himsel fagainst surveillmu~ by retiring to the 
cellar, doaking all the windows with thick caulking, turning offthe 
i ig l~ and m ~ g  absolmc~j quieL "this much w~bdrawal is not 
required in order to claim the benefit of  the Amendmem because, i f  
i t were, the Amenchnem's bemefit weuld be too stingy to preserve tbe 
kind of  open society to which we are committed and in which the 
Ameadmmt is supposed m functio~ 

1~ at 402; aee also Robert C. Power, Tedmoloo and the Fourth ~ A Proposed 
Formulation for  Visual Searches, 80 J. CRIM. L & L3UMINOIX~t 1, 38-39 (1989) 
CWhatever tbe Suomne Coert memt by tbe n~mnab~: expmatt0e of privacy in £a~, ~ 
conH not have a~ficipated thaZthe tmn would be turned around and used to ~ ~ 
absolute security before Fourth Amendment protection attache'3. 

80. See David F- Steinbe~ Mak/ngSense of Sense-Eadmnced Searches, 74 Mn~. I .  
Rev. 563, 591 (1990). 

81. ~ e  supra text accompanying note 68. 
82. Cf. Arnold H. Loewy, The Fourth Amendment as a Device for  Protectiag the 

Innocent, 81 MI¢~I. L. REV. 1229, 1246-48 (1983); Richard G. Wilkins, Defm/ng the 
"Reasonable F.~ctation o f  Primcy "." An Emerging Tripartite Analysis, 40 VAIn3. L 
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Factor (5), the availability o f  the technology to the public, is f lawed 
because o f  its close association with the assumption o f  risk rationale, 
which many  commentators  consider to be tautological: in a real sense, 
we  only assume those risks o f  umegulated government intrusion that the 
courts tell us we  have to assume. ~ Left  on our  own, our  "assumptions" 
about what  types o f  enhancement  devices we expect to be used, and by 
whom, might  be quite different f rom what  the courts tell us they should 
b e y  Furthermore, g iving full weight  to this factor would eliminate 
privacy expectations even in much o f  the home because so many highly 
intrusive devices (e.g., $22,000 map-making cameras) are readily 
"available" to the public. 

Factor (6), whether  a device replaces, rather than enhances naked- 
eye  observation, may  ultimately be premised on a false distinction. 
Presumably, i f  the enhancement device does not in some way  "replace" 
police vision, it will not  be used in the first place. If, for instance, the 
police in Knot ts  a5 could have tailed the suspect ' s  car without using a 
beeper, w h y  d idn ' t  they.  "~  In the "confirmation" cases, 87 if  the police 
could see into the premises with the naked eye, w h y  were enhancement  
devices used? In each case, the device was apparently viewed as a more 
efficient, but  not necessary, wa y  o f  pursuing the police investigation. 

REv. 1077, 1121-28 (1987); Steinberg, supra note 80, at 617. 
83. A s P r o f e s s o r ~ s t a t e s :  "Oncewedecidethepm'ametmsofthegovemment's 

power, the claimant 'assumes" whatever risk inheres in that legal rule." Mary L C.¢xnnbs, 
Shared Privacy and the Fourth Amendmen~ or the Rights o f  Relationships, 75 CAL. L. 
REV. 1593, 1643 (1987); see also Melvin Gutternmn, A Formulation o f  the Value and 
Means Models o f  the Fourth Amendment in the Age o f  Technologically Enhanced 
Surveillance, 39 SYRAOJSEL REX'. 647, 670 (1988) ("[The] "assumption ofrisks'[analysis] 
. . .  miss[es] the mark . . . .  It overlook[s] the central issue, the significance o f . . .  
surveillance as a threat to our sense ofsecurityY). 

84. In a study I conducted with Joseph Schumacher, subjects asked to rate the 
" i n t r a s i v ~  of fifty different search scenarios fi~quently disagreed with the Supreme 
Court's conclusions about expectations ofprivacy. See Christopher Slobogin & Joseph E. 
Schumacher, Reasonable ~ n s  o f  Privacy and Autonomy in Fourth Amendment 
Cases: An F.rapirical Look at "'Underxrandings Recognized arm Permitted by Society "; 42 
DUKE L_I. 727, 740-42 (1993). For instance, while the Court has held that a dog snif~ see 
United States v. Place, 462 U.S. 696 (1983), and a trespass on open fields, see Oliver v. 
United States, 466 U.S. 170 (1984), are nut searches, the subjects in the study saw these 
actinns to be as intrusive as a frisk, which the Court held is a search in Terry v. Ohio, 392 
U.S. 1 (1968). See Slobogin & Schumae.her, supra, at 737-41. 

85. United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276 (1983). 
86. As one conrt has stated, if a bcepor simply permits the police to do more easily 

what they could accomplish with the naked eye, "then there is no need for the device in the 
first place. Its value tics in its ability to convey information not otherwise avm'lable to the 
govanmant_" United States v. Holmes, 521F.2d 859, 866 n.13 (5th Cir. 1975),a~den 
bane by an equa/ly d/v/ded court, 537 F.2d 227 (5th Cir. 1976). 

87. See supra ncte 62 and accompanying text. 
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A hypothetical,  but not unrealistic, ~ example  illustrates the insidious 
ef fec t  o f  incautiously apply ing  these five factors. Suppose the police, 
whi le  hiding in bushes at the edge o f  a farm, n s e a  nightscope with 
magnification capabili ty to look in a darkened bedroom window located 
on the  second story o f  a house 500 yards away.  Given  its location 
(factor (1))1, the bedroom is presumptively entitled to Fourth Amendment  
protect ion,  especial ly  i f  the surveil lance is prolonged (factor  (7)). But  
suppose the window curtains are not drawn (factor (2)); the police do not 
m o v e  beyond  the edge  o f  the property (factor  (3)); the only i tems 
actually spied are contraband and furniture (factor (4)); the nightscope 
is commercia l ly  available,  albeit  costly s9 (factor  (5)); and the police are 
w o r d e d  that  closer,  unaided v iewing would give away  their  presence 
( fac tor  (6)). A s trong case can then be made  that the action is not a 
search. That  result should not be  countenanced, as it would allow police 
to engage in such conduct at random, without  developing any  degree o f  
suspicion or  seeking authorization f rom a magistrate.  9° 

C. The Narrowness o f  the Case Law 

In short, many  o f  the factors that courts consider in the regulation o f  
physical  survei l lance are o f d u b i o n s  value.  91 Insufficient sensitivity to 
this fact  is not  the  on ly  failing o f  the case law, however .  As  might  be  
expected  f rom a dec is ionmaking  process that  requires a case and 
controversy and is focused on constitutional doctrine, the ~ase law leaves 

88. See United States v. Lace, 669 F.2d 46, 53 (2d Cir. 1982) (Newman, J., 
concurring) (involving continuous covert surveillance o fthe cmlilage from private property 
using a Bushnell sporing scope with 45x magnification, a Questar lens with 130x 
magnification, infrared goggles, and a Javelin nightscope capable ofmagnifying existing 
light 50,000 times; in dicta the majority stated that this was not an invasion of a reasonable 
expectation ofprivaey protected under the Fourth Amendment). 

89. A hand-held Vacro Noctmn V scope costs about $3,300. A Startron Headstone 
(a nightscope mounted on a headset) costs about $4,200. See Mike Cook, Scopes for 
Nighttime Use a Valuable Tool for Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fuheries, BATON 
ROUGE ST. T[MES, Jan. 8, 1991, at2C. 

90. For an incisive and comprehensive analysis of a similar hypothetical, see Harvey 
grmgo, A 2020 lrtsion of Visual Surveillance and the Fourth Amendment, 71 OR. L. REV. 
1 (1992). 

91. In developing their own analyses, for example, Professor Power and Professor 
Steinberg make no mention ofmany of these factors. Professor Power appears to focus 
primarily on factors (I) (location), (5) (availability) and (7) (minimization). See Power, 
supra note 79, at 87-111. Professor Steinberg's analysis consists of three components:, one 
analogous to factor (3) (narrate of  target) and two related to fact~ (7), which ~e balanced 
to determine whether a warrant is required, See Steinberg, supra note 80, at 613 (arguing 
that the specificity of the information ~evcaled, the duration ofthc search, and the extent to 
which the enlmnced search requires officers to focus on a particular individual are the key 
variables). 
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many important issues unresolved. These unresolved issues can be 
divided into four categories: implementation of  authorized surveillance, 
selection of  mlemakers, selection ofdecisionmakers, and accountability. 

The two most important implementation issues that have yet to be 
comprehensively addressed concern the results of physical surveillance. 
Consider, for~instance, the fact that video surveillance of public areas can 

t~ • 
produce homes of  tape that might be useful for any number of  purposes: 
from identifyi~g perpetrators of  violent crime to identi~ing jaywaikers; 
from recording s~eeders to recording traffic accidents; from discovering 
which people visit a certain area to discovering whether an alleged 
adulterer visits his alleged paramour. The first issue raised by this reality 
concerns disclosure. To whom and for what purposes may such tapes be 
disclosed? The second issue pertains to retention. For how long and for 
what purposes may such recordings be maintained? Current law is 
almost silent as to whether information obtained for one purpose may be 
used for another, or when recordings of  an investigation should be 
destroyed. 9~ 

Several other implementation issues are also left unaddressed by 
ease law and legislation. One interesting question is whether the subjects 
of  completed covert physical surveillance are entitled to notice of  the 
surveillance. Another is whether police should have to validate the 
reliability of  the technology they use. 

The second set of  unresolved issues concerns the entities that 
construct the roles regulating physical surveillance. Courts will probably 
be the primary players when the Constitution is implicated. 93 But 
implementation of  broad constitutional mandates often requires fine 
tuning. 94 Furthermore, physical surveillance that is not restricted by 
constitutional precepts might nonetheless justifiably be subject to some 
limitation. 95 By imposing rules when eonstitutionm:interpretation is not 
involved, courts might be usurping others' authority legislatures, 

92. Cf. Britt v. Naval Investigative Serv., 886 F.2d 544, 550 Od Cir. 1989) (holding 
that the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a) (1996), may bar disclosure of information obtained 
by the  Naval Investigative Service to the subject's employer, the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, at least when no charges are filed); Covert v. Han~gton, 876 F.2d 
751,755 (9th Cir. ~!989) (suggesting that collecting information for security-clearance 
purposes might be incompatible with disclosing it for criminal investigation purposes). 

93. But see Craig M. Bradley, Criminal Procedure in the "Land of  Oz": Lessons for 
America, 81 .I. CRIM. L.& CRIMINOLOGY 99,131-32 (1990) (arguing that Congress has lhe 
authority, under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, to pass a code of criminal 
procedure based on constitutional precepts). 

94. For instance, the FBI has developed informal guidelines on the use of beepers. 
Personal Communication with Scott Charney, Chief, Computer Crime Unit, U.S. 
Deparlment of.lustice (Feb. 10, 1997). 

95. See infra text accompanying notes 123-27, 187-88. 
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municipal bodies, and the police themselves could serve as rulemakers 
in both situations. 96 

Regarding who should decide whether an established rule authorizes 
a particular surveillance action, Fourth Amendment case law recognizes 
numerous situations where a police officer, rather than a judge, is the 
appropriate arbiter. 97 It fails to recognize, however, that other entities 
'could be consulted as well. Especially in non-exigent circumstances that 
do not implicate the Fourth Amendment, legislative bodies, prosecutors, 
and the public affected by the surveillance might all be involved in the 
decisionmaking process. Further, when the police are delegated 
decisionmaking responsibility, distinctions might be made between 
different levels ofdecisionmakers (e.g., field officers versus supervisors). 

Accountability is the final important physical surveillance issue only 
partially addressed by the case law. Courts, lacking any direct control 
over law enforcement agencies and other government officials, have 
relied primarily on exclusionary rules as an enforcement mechanism. 9s 
But this sanction has been controversial, to put it mildly. 99 Accordingly, 
the rule is often not invoked even when a constitutional violation has 
occurred, '°° much less when a Subconstitutionalrule is involved. In the 
latter situations, other types of  sanctions might be advisable; indeed, 
even when exclusion is appropriate additional sanctions might be 

: 96. Asign!flcautbodyofliteratorerecognizesthepossibilitythattheseenfitiescanand 
even should platy a role in rulemaking. See, e.g., Amsterdam, supra note 79, at 423-29 
(enumerating the reasons police should be involved in rulemaking); STANDARDS FOR 
CRIMinAL JUSTICE § !-4.3 (2d ed. 1980 & Supp. 1986) ("Police discretion can best be 
structured and controlled through the process of administrative rule making by police 
agencies. Police administrators should, therefore, give the highest priority to the 
formulation of administrative rules governing ~ e  exereise of discretion, particularly in the 
areas of selective enforcement, investigative techniques, and enforcement methods."); 
Samuel Walker, Controlling the Cops: A Legislative Approach to Police Rulemaking, 63 
U. DEf. L. REV. 361,363-64, 382-84 (1986) (arguing that legislation is necessary to guide 
policerulemaking); JAMES Q.WILSON, VARIZrlES OF POLICE BEHAVlOR 284-90 (1968) 
(discussing ways in which the community could be involved in rulemaking). 

97. For a list of"exigent cireumstances" in which field officers may make warrantless 
searches, see CHAV, L~ H. WHrnmP, E ~  & QaRISTOPtW~ SLOnOCm, OUMn~AL PgOCEDURE 
132-33 (3d ed. 1993). 

98. See Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 652 (1961) (holding that evidence seized in 
violation ofthe Fourth Amendment should be excluded, in part because other remedies are 
"futile'3. 

99. See generally Office of Legal Policy, U.S. Department of Justice, Report to the 
Attorney General on the Search and Seizure Exclusionary Rule, 22 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 
573, 608-617 (1989) (detailing the costs of the exclusionary rule, including a failure to deter 
police, lost convictions, disrespect for the judicial system, faikue to provide a remedy for 
the innocent, and the insidious effect on probable cause determinations by judges). 

100. See United States v. Leon, 46g U.S. 897, 923-24 (1984) (holding that exclusion is 
not required even when the Fourth Amendment is violated if evidence is seized in good faith 
reliance on a warrant). 
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imposed. If so, as with rulemaking and decisionmaking, legislative and 
administrative entities might be involved in ensuring accountability for 
violations of  the rules. Moreover, accountability need not be solely a 
matter of  sanctions. Documentation of  surveillance decisions, periodic 
review of those decisions, and public dissemination of  information about 
physical surveillance might also make the police feel accountable for the 
surveillance they conduct) °t 

It is quite understandable why, given their limited role, courts have 
not dealt with these types of  implementation, rulemaking and 
decisionmaking, and accountability issues. Many of these issues are not, 
and probably should not be, accorded constitutional status; that does not 
make them unworthy of consideration, however. Any attempt to regulate 
law enforcement use of  physical surveillance comprehensively must at 
least consider the various options that are available. 

III. THE A B A ' s  APPROACH: AN OVERVIEW 

The regulatory principles that can be derived from the case law 
governing physical surveillance are inadequate in a number of  ways. 
Legislation has yet to fill the legal void. The Task Force's Draft 
Standards attempt to rectify this situation by providing guidelines for 
policymakers, judges, and police departments. 

The Task Force's efforts proceeded through three conceptual stages. 
The first stage consisted of  identifying the scope of the problem. The 
second stage involved the development of  general principles that should 
govern the use of  physical surveillance technology. The final stage 
involved elaboration of  these general principles in specific contexts. 

A. The Categories o f  Technologically-Assisted Physical Surveillance 

In addition to learning the relevant law, an initial goal of the Task 
Force was to determine the types of physical surveillance devices that are 
or may become available to the police. The Task Force heard expert 
briefings on this topic from the Federal Bureau of  Investigation, the 
Science and Technology division of  the National Institute of  Justice, the 
Director of  Community-Oriented Policing Services at the Department of  

I01. The Electronic Surveillance Standards require annual reports from bothjudges and 
prosecutors concerning the number of surveillance orders applied for, denied and granted, 
the duration of the surveillance, the identity of those authorizing and executing the 
surveillance, and a number of other facts relating to surveillance orders. See Electronic 
Surveillance Standards, supra note 7, Standard 5.16. They also require that information 
from the reports be disseminated to the public. See id. Title HI requires public dissemina- 
tion of similar information. See 18 U.S.C. § 2519 (1994). 
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Justice, and two state police representatives. In addition, the Task Force 
sought comments on an earlier version of the Draft Standards from eight 
police organizations, ranging from the International Association of 
Chiefs of  Police to the National Sheriffs Association. x°2 

As a result of  this input and its own investigations, the Task Force 
divided physical surveillance devices into five separate categories: x°3 
video cameras, tracking devices, telescopic devices, illumination devices, 
and detection devices (i.e., devices capable of detecting concealed 
items), m°4 These functional groupings are meant to describe the spectrum 
of physical surveillance technologies that exist at present and that might 
be developed in the foreseeable future. Only time will tell whether they 
are adequate in the latter regard. 

Video technology has been available for some time, but the past 
three decades have seen dramatic advances in the field. With the advent 
of  wide-angle and pinhole lenses, night vision equipment, and super- 
magnification capability, video surveillance allows viewing of home 
interiors, workplaces, and public thoroughfares at all times. Cameras can 
be placed in picture frames, briefcases, pens, suit lapels, and teddy bears, 
permitting covert observation in virtually any circumstance, t°5 They also 
can be used overtly and conspicuously to observe private establishments 

102. The Task Force sought comments from the Fraternal Order of Police, the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police, the International Union of Police Organiza- 
tions, the Major Cities Chiefs, the National Association of Police Organizations, the 
National Sheriffs Association, the Police Executive Research Forum, and the U.S. 
Department of Justice (Community Oriented Police Services). 

! 03. This division was based largely on a memorandum from Wayne I.aFave to the Task 
Force {July 27, 1995) (on file with the Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology). 

104. Originally, and for almost the full two years of the Task Force's work on the 
physical surveillance standards, a sixth category also existed- aerial surveillance. This 
category was ultimately dropped for two reasons. First, to the extent aerial surveillance 
makes use of enhancement devices (e.g., map-making cameras), the other specific rules 
already govern. Second, aircraft are functionally no different from cars, boats and other 
vehicles; they assist the use of investigative technology but are not themselves devised for 
the purpose of surveillance. Despite the deletion of this category, however, case law 
governing aerial surveillance played a significant role in shaping the Task Force' s thinking. 
See supra Part II.A. 

105. See, e.g., Thompson v. Johnson County Community College, 930 F. Supp. 501, 
506 (D. Kan. 1996) (upholding video monitoring of security personnel locker area); James 
Barrnn, Designer~Surveillance Consultant Sells Pricey Spy 7~es, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS- 
NEWS, Sept. 22, 1996, available in 1996 WL 11498094 (describing various items, including 
ties and teddy bears, into which video cameras can be installed); Kim Christensen, Snoopy 
Sales//Spies: Don't Look Now, But Big Brother Might Just Be Your Big Brother, ORANGE 
COUNTY REG., Afig. 2, 1996, available in 1996 WL 7041469 (explaining the use of 
pinhole-lens video cameras in briefcases and wall clocks). 
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and public places. '°6 Furthermore, any surveillance by camera can be 
recorded, creating a permanent  record o f  activities within the camera ' s  
range)  °~ 

Tracking devices also come in many  forms. The simplest is the 
beeper, which emits a signal that can be traced) °8 Other tracking devices 
under development or  already in use include "over-the-horizon" radar; j°9 
bistatic sensor devices, which passively pick up Various types o f  
emissions (e.g., f rom a cellular phone or  a light source) or  utilize an 
active sonar-like capability; n° and tagging systems, which use a 
projectile launcher to attach a beeper to a fleeing vehicle.m Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (sometimes called Intelligent Vehicle Highway 
Systems) involve fitting every vehicle in a given transportation network 
with a radio unit that transmits to a base station."2 While being studied 
principally as a means o f  controlling traffic patterns, these systems 
would  also provide a w a y  o f  tracking vehicles, or  o f  discovering their 
location at a previous point in t ime) '3  

Unlike modern video surveillance and tracking systems, some types 
o f  telescopic and illumination devices binoculars and telescopes, 
flashlights and spotlights have been available for more than a century. 

106. DavidK°cieniewstd'P°licet°PressPr°perty'CrimeFightandlnstaliCameras' 
N.Y. T J ~ ,  Feb. 5,1997, at B4 (reporting that the New York City Police Department will 
install new video surveillance cameras in some housing projects and subway stations). 

107. Of course, video surveillance can be accompanied by audio capabilities as weil, a 
practice governed by the Electronic Surveillance Standards, supra note 7. 

108. See Note, Tracking Katz." Beepers, Privacy and the Fourth Amendment, 86 YALE 
LJ. 1461, 1463-64 (1977) (explaining that beepers emit "periodic signals which can be 
picked up on radio frequency [to] establish the approximate location of the object . . . .  
Beepers have been used.., to lrace the movement of subjects on private property, along 
public thoroughfares, or in public airways... [and] have [been] attached.., to contraband 
drags discovered during border searches, to motor vehicles used by suspects, to packages 
or drums of chemicals, to airplanes, and to an item of personal property"). 

109. See Department of the Air Force, Rome Laboratory, Over-the-Horizon Radar, 
Advanced Technology Data Sheet (abstract presented at National Institute of Justice Law 
Enforcement Technology Program, May 15, 1995) (on file with the Harvard Journal o f  
Law and Technology). 

110. See Department of the Air Force, Rome Laboratory, Electronic Support 
Measmement, Bistatic Sensor Technology, Advanced Technology Data Sheet (abstract 
presented at National Institute of Justice Law Enforcement Technology Progran~ May 15, 
1995) (on file with the Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology). 

1 ! 1. See Idaho Nat'l Engineering LaboraIory, Fleeing Vehicle Tagging System (abslraet 
presented at National Institute of Justice Law Enforcement Technology Program, May 15, 
1995) (on file with the Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology). 

112. See U.S. DEI"T OF TRANSP., NATIONAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR INTELLIGENT 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS (Final Dra~ 1994) (on file with the Harvard Journal of  Law 
and Teclmology). 

113. See Jeffrey H. Reiman, Driving to the Panopticon: ,4 Philosophical Exploration 
of  the Risks to Privacy Posed by the Highway TecJmology of  the Future, ! 1 SANTA CLARA 
COMPtrrER & HIGH TEC~.:LJ. 27 (1995). 
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Today, however, new technology provides would-be viewers with 
significantly greater ability to overcome obstacles created by distance 
and darkness. Compact night-vision equipment using infrared technol- 
ogy enables covert observation o f  virtually any nighttime activity, 114 
while map-making and satellite cameras are able to focus on objects a 
few feet across from thousands o f  feet above? 15 Moreover, illumination 
and telescopic capabilities can be combined in one instrument, as with 
the well-known Startron binoculars."6 

Detection systems include a wide range of  devices using x-ray, heat 
sensing, holographic radar, and other technologies. Simple metal 
detectors will soon be augmented with hand-held devices that can 
discern the shape and size o f  items underneath a person's clothing, or 
even behind walls; some o f  these devices may also reveal anatomical 
details. "7 One such tool, developed by Miilitech Corporation, registers 
radiation emitted from the body and objects concealed on it. tts Because 
these waves readily pass through clothing, and because the body is a 
good emitter while dense, inanimate objects tend to be bad emitters, 
inanimate objects show up as outlines against the body. A device 
developed by Raytheon aims a low-intensity electromagnetic pulse at the 
subject and measures the time-decay o f  each object radiated, which 
differs depending upon the object. The device then compares the time- 
decay of  each object with known "signatures" of  items like guns; no 
image is produced. H9 A third example, from INEL, measures the 
fluctuations in the earth 's  magnetic field caused by ferromagnetic 
material, like the metal in a gun? 2° Other mechanisms have been 

I 14. For instance, infrared technolngy used in ITr's Night Enforcer allows night vision 
in low-light conditions without any illumination that would give the observer away. These 
devices are held in one hand, obtain high resolution, offer photo and telescopic capability, 
and prevent "blooming" when bright light sources are encountered. See lTT Electro Optics 
Product Division, Night Enforcer 250, ITF Night Vision Equipment (abstract presented at 
National Institute of Justice Law Enforcement Technology Program, May 15,1995) (on file 
with the Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology). For a general description of many of 
these devices, see Gutterman, supra note 83, at 678. 

115. For a description of some of the telescopic equipment in use today, see supra note 
89. With respectto satellite surveillance, see Kelly, supra note 2, at 737 (describing etm-ent 
ability "to generate and sell images derived from satellites capable ofdetecting objects as 
small as one square yard"). 

116. See Cook. supra note 89. 
!17. SeeMillitechCorp.,MillimeterWaveConcealedWeapunDetecfionandThrough- 

the-Wall Imaging Systems (abstract presented at National Institute of Justice Law 
Enforcement Technology Program, May ! 5, 1995) (on file with the Harvard Journal o f  
Law and Technology). 

118. SeeiR 
I 19. See David A. Harris, Superman's X-Ray Vision and the Fourth Amendment: The 

New Gun Detection Technology, 69 TEMPLE L. REV. I, %8 n.38 (1996). 
120. See id. 
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developed for detecting hidden explosives TM and heat differentials from 
a building (which might signal the use of  kleig lights or furnaces 
connected with the growth or manufacture of contraband).n2 

B. The General Principles 

Having provisionally defined the types of  physical surveillance 
subject to regulation, the Task Force set out to develop overarehing 
principles to guide that regulation. The result is Standard 2-6.1, the 
"general principles" standard. This Standard consists of seven sections, 
which are only briefly outlined here: Detailed discussion of some of the 
more controversial provisions is found in Part IV. 

The first two sections of  Standard 2-6.1 set the conceptual stage for 
the rest of  the Standards by specifying the various interests that are 
implicated by law enforcement use of  technologically-assisted physical 
surveillance. Section (a) identifies the ways in which such surveillance 
might be useful to law enforcement, while section (b) identifies the 
societal harms it might cause. 

More specifically, section (a) recognizes that technologically- 
assisted physical surveillance might further many legitimate law 
enforcement ends, from the detection, investigation, and deterrence of 
crime to the protection of  the innocent. Moreover, technology might 
prove more reliable, less expensive, safer, and less intrusive than 
traditional means of  conducting surveillance, r:or instance, a permanent 
video camera might be able to identify perpetrators more accurately and 
at less expense than police patrols. Beepers can *_rack a target for 
prolonged periods, saving human capital and decreasing physical danger. 
Weapon-detection devices might permit discovery of  concealed weapons 
from a distance with greater accuracy and less danger to the police than 
a frisk, and with less inconvenience and embarrassment to the target. 

At the same time, as section 0a) recognizes, the use of  these devices 
"can diminish privacy, freedom of speech, association and travel, and the 
openness of  society." Physical surveillance of  the home and similar 
locations obviously poses significant risks of  privacy invasion. Bla even 
physical surveillance of  more open areas can threaten values considered 
important in a democratic society. Alan Westin, for example, has 
theorized that the privacy concept encompasses four "states": solitude, 

121. See Golden Engineering, XRI50 (information presented at National Institute of 
Justice Law Enforcement Technolo~:, Progrmn, May 15, 1995) (on file with the Harvard 
Journal of Law and Technology). 

122. Such devices are sometimes called FLIRs (Forward Looking Infrared). See 
generally Scott J. Smith, Thermal Surveillance and the Extraordinary Device Exception: 
Redefining the Scope of the Kalz Analysis, 30 VAL. U. L. REv. 1071 (1996). 
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intimacy, anonymity, and repose, m Because people occasionally seek 
these four states even in public spaces, privacy might be diminished by 
virtually any type of  public surveillance - -  including observation by 
simple binoculars. Technologically-assisted physical surveillance can 
diminish other values as well. For instance, freedom of  speech and 
association can be chilled through conspicuous video or telescopic 
surveillance, as Orwell's 1984 '24 vividly demonstrates. The right to 
travel might be infringed by the constant monitoring allowed by 
Intelligent Transportation Systems. Most generally, the openness of 
society, a quality arguably essent~al to a well-functioning democracy, ~z5 
might be threatened by pervasb:e monitoring. 

To aid in deciding when, and to what extent, particular surveillance 
should be regulated, section (c) of  the general principles elaborates on 
the competing factors outlined in sections (a) and (b). On the law 
enforcement side, the nature of the law enforcement objective, the extent 
to which it can be achieved through surveillance, and the seriousness of 
the crime problem being investigated, deterred, or protected against are 
all relevant in determining whether surveillance is justified. With respect 
to privacy and related interests, section (c) lists the seven factors drawn 
from the case law identified earlieP "-6 and adds three more: whether the 
surveillance is covert or overt; the extent to which the surveillance 
diminishes or enhances First Amendment freedoms; and the extent to 
which "the surveillance technique is less intrusive than other available 
effective and efficient alternatives." Thus, for instance, airport surveil- 
lance using video cameras and detection devices might be more easily 
justified than ordinary investigative surveillance using this technology 
because of the significant interest in deterring terrorism, the overt nature 
of  such surveillance, and the fact that other methods are more intrusive 

123. WESTIN, supra note 1, at 31-32. 
124. GEOP, G~OP.Valt., 19g4(BemardCricked., Oxford University Press 1984)(1949). 
! 25. Totalitarian regimes maintain power not through the consent of  

the governed but by physical, economic, and psychological 
control over the populace. Such governments exercise control 
through a variety ofmeuns, but among the most essential is the 
use of  the police power to reinforce the message that the 
government is superior and in conlrol ofthe individual. Mea- 
sures such as identification checkpoints, random searches, the 
monitoring of  communications, and the widespread use of  
informants not only are means ofkeeping track ofthe citizenry, 
but also act as continuous symbolic reminders that the citizenry 
is dominated by the government. 

Scott Sundby, "Everyman"'s Fourth Amendment: Privacy or Mutual Trust Between 
Government and Citizen, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1751, 1778-79 (1994). 

126. See supra Part ILA. 
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or less efficient. Other examples o f  this balancing analysis are discussed 
below. '=" 

Surveillance that is duly authorized is still illegitimate if  it is not 
carried out properly. Section (d) o f  the general principles lists restric- 
tions on the manner in which surveillance should be conducted. These 
include rules dealing with the scope o f  the surveillance, the types o f  
devices used, notice to those observed, and disclosure and maintenance 
o f  surveillance records. 

First, to avoid discrimination, section (d) provides that subjects o f  
surveillance should not be selected in an arbitrary manner;, this admoni- 
tion is especially important where individualized suspicion might not be 
required, as with checkpoints./28 Second, for obvious reasons, "It]he 
scope o f  the surveillance should be limited to its authorized objectives 
and be terminated when those objectives are achieved. ''n9 Because new 
surveillance techniques, some o f  doubtful efficacy, t3° are continuously 
entering the market, the third subsection o f  this provision cautious that 
the physical surveillance technology used "should be capable o f  doing 
what it purports to do and b e  used solely by officers trained in its use." 
Fourth, to a d d r ~ : s i ; . ~ i o n s  in which a device might simultaneously 
make use o f  more than one technology covered by the specific standards 
(e.g., a video camera with telescopic and illumination capabilities), 
section (d) also states that, where there is a conflict between rules, the 
more restrictive one applies./3~ 

The fifth provision in section (d) states that "[r]easonable notice o f  
the surveillance should b e  given at an appropriate time and in an 

127. See infra Partlll.C. 
128. Cf. Delaware v. Prous¢, 440 U.S. 648 (I 979) (holding that suspicionless, random 

stops ofcats to check licenses violate the Fourth AmendmenO. 
129. The ~ conduct ~ e n  the ~---.~llance does not achieve ~ ebjecfive within 

a certain period of time is unclear under the standard. On this issue, the preliminaw 
commentary states: "Certa~y some [types of procedures] should have fixed time limits, 
at least absent en extension granted by the authorizing person or agency. In some instances, 
it may suffice that the surveilling officers are requhed to detemdne for the record why they 
find the surveillance sufficiently promising to continue it" TENTATIVE DRAFT STANDARDS 
CON~nqG TECH~LOGICALLY-AsstSTED PHYSICAL SURVEIH.ANCE § 2-6.1(dXii) 
commentary (Draft, Feb. 20, 1997) (on file with the tlarvard Journal o f  Law and 
Technology). 

130. See. e.g., Er~ Nfilstone, Improbable Cause: Prosecutors Say Police May Have 
Made Arrests Based on Questionable "Narcotics Divining Red', 82-JUN A.B.A.J. 32 
( ! 996) (repot~ag that the Quadro Tracker, a $3,000 drag detrc~ion device with sales of over 
1,000, "is little mote than a black plastic box with a radio mttenna alladgd to one end that 
swirls when the box is moved," according to the Sandia National Laboratories). 

131. For example, although cursory, overt use ofan illumination device might not 
require any justification, see Standard 2-6.5(bXi), infra Aplgndix, ifthe device had a video 
capabifity it weuld requi~ a supervisor's fagling that the legitimate law enforcement test 
had been met, see Standard 2-6.3(c), infra Appendix. 
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effective manner." In some situations (e.g., checkpoints), pre-surveil- 
lance notice may be necessary to maximize deterrence and prevent public 
alarm. .32 In others, post-surveillance notice to those subjected to the 
surveillance may be advisable or even constitutionally required. .33 

The final provisions of  section (d) also involve post-surveiUance 
issues. By permitting disclosure of  surveillance results only for 
"designated" lawful purposes, provision (d)(vi) attempts to encourage 
law enforcement officials, legislatures, and courts to adopt a regime that 
relies on rules specifying when and to whom surveillance results may be 
disclosed. The same design lies behind provision (d)(vii) requiring 
"protocols" for the m~ntenance and disposition of surveillance records. 

The primary objective of  section (e) of  the general principles is to 
emphasize that courts are not the sole source of  law, nor are magistrates 
and police officers the sole implementers of  that law. To that end, the 
section lists various entities that might be involved in formulating 
monitoring, and enforcing the regulation of technologically-assisted 
physical surveillance, and identifies factors that can help determine when 
each entity might best be involved. 

The first such factor is the "legal basis" of the proposed rule. If 
surveillance implicates the Fourth Amendment, courts are likely to be the 
source of  rules and sanctions, although legislatures and administrative 
agencies might attempt to codify the rules developed) ~4 In other 
situations, whether the legislature, law enforcement officials, or the 
public should be involved depends upon the "invasiveness and urgency 
of  the surveillance," the "need for deference to expertise in law enforce- 
ment," the "extent to which local conditions may vary," the "value of  
sharing decisionmaking," and the "number of  people and size of  the 
geographic area affected by the surveillance." 

This general principle departs somewhat from the standard Fourth 
Amendment model in which courts make the law and either magistrates 
(in non-exigent situations) or field officers (in exigent circumstances) 
apply it. For example, given the number of people affected, the primary 
rules governing placement of public video cameras or detection-device 
checkpoints might come from municipal or state legislatures as well as 
courts. Because local crime conditions vary and police have knowledge 

132. Cf. United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543, 559 (1976) (upholding 
checkpoint ira:ceded by signs announcing its presence, in part because"[m]otedsts using 
these highways are not taken by surprise as they know, or may obtain knowledge of, the 
location of  the checkpoints and will notbe stopped elsewhere."). 

133. See Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 60 (1967) 0mlding aNewYorkwiretapping 
statute unconstitutional because, inter alia, it "has no requirement for notice as do 
conventional warrants, nor does it overcome this defect by requiring some showing of  
spe~al fa~s'3. 

134. See supra text accompanying notes 93-97. 
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of  those conditions, more specific rules concerning such surveillance 
might be developed by individual police departments (a position 
emphasized in section (g), discussed below). Further, section (e) 
suggests that in determining where any particular camera or checkpoint 
should be situated, neither a judge nor a field officer should be involved. 
Rather, to ensure that decisions are based on all relevant information and 
will be accepted by those affected, those decisions might involve 
politically accountable police or local governmental officials, as well as 
the public to be targeted by the surveillance) 35 Similarly, the emphasis 
on the value o f  shared decisionmaking suggests that, in non-exigent 
circumstances not governed by the Fourth Amendment, a police 
supervisor should be involved in the surveillance decision) J6 

Section (f) of  the general principles focuses on the accountability of  
those conducting surveillance. Ensuring accountability is especially 
important in this context because so much technologically-assisted 
physical surveillance is covert and thus does not alert its targets the way 
a typical search and seizure does. The standard recognizes that the 
exclusionary rule is required in some situations, but adds a number of  
other accountability mechanisms. First, it provides that government 
officials should develop "administrative rules which ensure that the 
information necessary f o r . . ,  accountability is maintained." Second, it 
calls for administrative sanctions for violation of  surveillance rules, in 
addition to any constitutionally required exclusionary sanctions. 
Periodic review of  the scope and effectiveness of  surveillance is also 
mandated. Finally, similar to the reporting requirements under the 
federal wiretapping statute, 137 the standard provides that "information 
about the general type or types of  surveillance being used and the 
frequency of  their use" should be disseminated to the public in an effort 
to keep the polity apprised of  the extent of  surveillance being conducted. 

Section (g), the final provision in the general principles standard, 
calls for administrative rulemaking by law enforcement officials. 
Especially as to limitations that are not constitutionally required and that 
consequently never receive attention from courts or magistrates, a 

135. This 'position is taken in the standards governing long-term public video 
surveillance and checkpoints using detection devices. See Standards 2-6.3(b)(ii) & 2- 
6.6(a)(iv)(D), infra Appendix. 

136. See Standard 2-6.3Co) & (c),/nfl-a Appendix (requiring apprnval fi'om a politically 
accountable official for long-term video surveillance ofnenprivate activities, locations, and 
conditions and approval from a supervisor for other video surveillance of nonprivate 
activities, locations and conditions); Standard 2-6.6(aXiv), infra Appendix (requiring 
approval from a politically accountable official for fixed checkpoints and from a supervisor 
for temporary checkpoints). 

137. See 18 U.S.C. § 2519 (1994) (requiring annual reports concerning frequency of 
intercepted wire, oral, or electronic communications). 
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particular need for elaboration within the administrative process exists; 
individual officers cannot be expected to work everything out for 
themselves in these situations. Thus section (g) proposes that depart- 
ments should develop policies that translate the general principles and 
the specific rules of  the standards into detailed guidelines for various 
forms of  physical surveillance. 

Again, the purpose of  the general principles is to provide a frame- 
work for analyzing regulatory issues raised by physical surveillance. 
Some of the principles were used in developing more specific rules. For 
instance, section (c), concerning when surveillance is justified, dictates 
whether probable cause or some lower level of certainty is required 
before surveillance can take place. Similarly, section (e), dealing with 
the decisionmaker, controls when field officers, higher level officials, 
and the public are involved in decisionmaking. In contrast, the principles 
described in section (d), concerning implementation of the surveillance, 
and section (f), concerning accountability, were meant to stand on their 
own without further elaboration in the specific standards. They were not 
repeated in each of the specific standards because they usually apply in 
the same fashion to any surveillance. 

C. Definitions 

Standard 2-6.2 contains ten definitions. Half of  these definitions 
explain the types of  enhancement devices governed by the ~:andards 
detection devices, illumination devices, telescopic devices, tracking 
devices, and video surveillance. Other terms defined are "covert" and 
"overt" surveillance, "reviewing law enforcement official," "private.," 
and "legitimate law enforcement objective." 

Although the various devices have already been described, the 
definition of detection devices in section Ca) requires some elaboration. 
This term is defined to include any device that detects "the presence of  
a particular o b j e c t . . ,  or characteristic. . ,  that is concealed behind 
opaque inanimate barriers." Devices that detect microscopic substances 
or that "see" through human bodies are not covered by this definition. 
On the other hand, devices that can "see" through clothing, wood, metal, 
or other substances are included. '38 

A further distinction is made between general detection devices and 
~thos¢ that are "contraband-specific" and "weapon-specific." Although 
most detection devices (e.g., x-ray machines and magnetometers 
currently used at airports) are of  the former variety, some devices purport 
to detect only guns or explosives, u9 and someday devices may simulate 

138. See supra text accompanying notes 117-22. 
139. See xupra notes l 1 9 &  121. 
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the capability o f"drug  dogs" by signaling only the presence o f  contra- 
band. 

The general-specific distinction is important in light of  case law 
indicating that the Fourth,Amendment is not implicated by a police 
action that detects only contraband, t4° As this section recognizes, 
whether an object is "contraband" will depend upon whether the item is 
"virtually always criminal to possess or use in the existing circum- 
stances." Carrying drugs like marijuana or cocaine is virtually always 
criminal. Carrying a concealed weapon, on the other hand, is not. 
Possessing a weapon is virtually always criminal at an airport, but in the 
majority o f  states today, carrying a concealed weapon is legally 
permissible. 14z In such states, a device that detected only guns would not 
be a contraband-specific device under this definition, although it would 
be a weapon-specific device. 

Video surveillance, as defined in section (j), also requires elabora- 
tion. It is defined to exclude use o f  a "lawfully positioned" camera to 
view or record activities "occurring within the sight or immediate 
vicinity o f  a law enforcement official (or agent thereof) who is aware of  
such use. "z42 For example, cameras in police cruisers or on uniform 
lapels would not be video surveillance for purposes o f  the standards. On 
the other hand, the camera must be lawfully positioned. Thus, the use o f  
a camera to view what an undercover agent can see, while normally not 
encompassed by this definition, constitutes video surveillance i f  the 
camera has been illegally installed in a house. 

The distinction between covert surveillance and overt surveillance 
is important for several reasons. Under these standards, post-surveil- 
lance notice is not required for overt surveillance, whereas it may be 
required for certain types o f  covert surveillance, m Also, covert video 
surveillance ofnonprivate places is not regulated as strictly as long-term 

140. See United Statesv. Jacebsen, 466 U.S. 109, 123 (1984) (holding that a field test 
to reveal whether a substance is cocaine is not a search); United Sta~s v. Place, 462 U.S. 
696, 707 (1983) (holding that a canine sniffis not a search). 

141. See Michael Janofsky, Thousands Seek Permits to Carry Concealed Arms, N.Y. 
TIMES, July 6, 1995, at A 14 (reporting that twenty-five states have laws that allow "almost 
all" adults to carry concealed firearms, while other states require a showing of"special 
need"). 

142. This defmition is consistmt with Sulmane Conrt case law holding that one assumes 
the risk that people with whom one converses are electronically recording the conversation. 
See On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747 (1952) (holding that a microphone carried by 
an informant does not violate the Fourth Amending);  United States v. White, 401U,S. 745 
(1971) (holding that risk o f  a companion repotting to the police is not alten~ by the use o f  
electronic equipment). 

143. See Standard 2-6.1(dXv),/nfra Appendix. 
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overt video surveillance. ~44 Finally, brief overt use o f  telescopic and 
illumination devices to view nonprivate activities is not regulated at all, 
while covert use o f  these technologies is. '4s 

The definitions in sections (a) and (e) resolve close cases in favor o f  
finding the surveillance to be covert. Consider the use of  binoculars 
from a police car. One might say such use is overt if there is no attempt 
to hide from passersby. However, under this definition, it is covert if the 
officer intends that the subject o f  the surveillance be unaware of  the 
monitoring and i fa  reasonable person in the subject's position would be 
unaware of  it. 

The definition of"reviewing law enforcement official" in section (g) 
implements the call o f  general principle 2-6.1(e) for administrative 
involvement by recognizing multiple levels ofdecisioumaking authority. 
At a minimum, this definition indicates, there are three such levels: the 
observing, or field, officer;, an immediate supervisor (perhaps a sergeant 
or captain); and the head o f  the department, who will normally be 
politically accountable either through the election or appointment 
process. Given the diversity o f  command structures, '~ it would be 
unwise, to attempt any more specificity. ' , i  

Nevertheless, the three basic distinctions are crucial to the standards 
approach to decisionmaking. Generally speaking, under the standards 
the field officer is authorized to make decisions about using physical 
surveillance technology only when exigent circumstances exist or the 
intrusion involved is minor) 4~ A high-level department official or a 
police supervisor is the authorized decisionmaker in all other situations 

144. Compare Standard 2-6.3(c),/nfi-a Appendix (covert surveillance) with Standard 
2-6.3(b), infra Appendix Gong-term overt surveillance). 

145. CompareStandard2-6.5(bXi),infraAppendix(overt,cursoryuseofilhanination 
and telescopic devices) with Standard 2-6.5(b)(i~, infia Appendix (covert use of such 
devices). 

146. Police organizations can range from a sheriff's office with one ortwo deputies to 
a huge, military-type operation with ranks ranging from patrol officer through sergeant, 
lieutenant, captain and chief. See generally ROBERT IS- LANOWORTHY, THE STRUCrU~ 
OF POUC'~ ORG~I.A~ONS (2d ed. 1986). 

! 47. In non-exigent circumstances the field officermay, withoutsuper~Tsion: (1) in.s~l 
and monitor tracking devices so long as no entry into a private place is required for 
installation, and monitoring of the dr-vice does not disclose the contents of  a private place, 
see Standard 2-6.4(a) - (b),/nfra Appendix; (2) use illumination and ~ s c o p i c  devices to 
observe nonprivate place~See Standard 2-6.5(b),/nfra Appendix; (3) use detection devices 
whenever a warrandess search is permitted by the Fourth Amendment, see S~andard 2- 
6.6(a)(I)-('th'),/n~a Appendix, whenever the device is contraband-specific and is not used 
to observe a private residence, see Standard 2-6.6(b), infra Appendix, or whenever the 
device is weapon-specific and is used in situations that predicate a weapons search, see 
Standard 2-6.6(c),/nfi-a Appendix. 
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in which the Fourth Amendment does not require a judge to be 
involved. '4s 

Two final definitions are particularly important to understanding the 
regulatory scheme adopted by the standards. The first is the definition 
of"private" in section (f), which simply consists of a cross-reference to 
case law and to the factors listed in general principle 2-6.1(c)(ii). This 
definition is designed to indicate which situations implicate the Fourth 
Amendment, and thus trigger either the warrant and probable cause 
requirements or, in the case of  checkpoints, other special protections? 49 
While amorphous, the definition does at least identify the universe of 
variables that might be considered in making this elusive determination. 
Furthermore, the second sentence ofthisdofinitj0n_ states that, where the 
standards refer to a place, the area is "private" if physical entry into it 
would be considered a Fourth Amendment search. Thus, when the 
phrase "private place" is used (in connection with tracking and detection 
devices~5°), Fourth Amendment protection extends to houses, luggage, 
and similar items regardless of  whether steps have been taken to ensure 
privacy or the other considerations found in Standard 2-6.1 (c)(ii). 

The definition of"legitimate law enforcement objective" in section 
(d) is closely connected to the definition of  "private." Throughout the 
standards, the propriety of  surveilling a ,nonprivate area, activity, or 
condition depends on whether the surveillance is "reasonably likely to 
achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective. ' 'st In other words, this 
phrase provides the standard that police must meet in those Situations not 
governed by the Fourth Amendment. For obvious reasons, these 
situations have received little attention from the courts, is2 Thus, the 
language of  Standard 2-6.2(d) introduces a new regulatory concept. 

This concept has two essential elements. First, it incorporates the 
general principle in Standard 2-6.1 (a) that all surveillance should be for 
an investigatory, deterrent, preventive, or protective purpose. 's3 

148. Seesupra note 136. 
149. See Standard 2.6.6(a)(iv), infraAppendix. 
150. See Standards 2.6.4(a) & 2-6.6, infra Appendix. 

\ 1 5 1 .  See, e.g., Standard 2.6.3(c), infra Appendix (covert video surveiUance) and 
Standard 2-6.4(b), infra Appendix (monitoring e ra  tracking device). 

152. But see Sitz, 496 U.S. at 453 (permitting soh, iety chce, kpoints that are"reasonable 
alternatives" to other means of  deterrence); Griffin v. Wisco~-afn, 483 U.S. 868, 878 (1987) 
(holding that searches of  probatiuners' homes need not be based on probable cause but 
rather could occur under a statute requiring only "reasonable grounds"). 

153. Typically, these purlxm~ relate to criminal activity. However, there may be some 
situations when surveillance can legitimately be used to prevent harm not associaaxl with 
crime. For instance, an officer monitoring a video camera panning a public street might 
observe apedestrian bend over in an ambiguous but disconcerting manner;, certainly the use 
e r a  zoom capability to see ifthe person is in distress is legitimate in this situation. 
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Surveillance for ends that are purely political, or for the purpose of 
harassmen,, does not pursue a legitimate law enforcement purpose, t54 

The second essential elementis the "reasonably likely" crite.don. As 
defined in section (d), this language requires "articulahle reasons" for 
concluding that, through the surveillance, an offense will be discovered, 
come closer to being solved, or be deterred, or a harm will be prevented. 
At first glance, this definition may look like the reasonable suspicion 
standard defined in Terry v. Ohio, tss which requires "specific and 
articulable" facts as the basis for a stop or frisk, ts6 Note, however, that 
what is required here is not a finding that a particular person will be tied 
to a particular crime (which is individualized suspicion), but rather 
articulable reasons that the surveillance will further investigative, 
deterrent, or protective ends. 

Suppose, for instance, that police want to videotape the people who 
go into a suspected crack house. They are likely to have little or no 
suspicion with respectto any given individual who is observed, but they 
may well have an articulable reason for believing the videotape will help 
accomplish an investigatory end if covert, or a deterrent end if overt. Or 
suppose police want to use binoculars to observe, without being 
discovered, an area known for dangerous drug trafficking. There may be 
no suspicion with respect to any particular person ebserved, but there 
may be an articulable reason for concluding that useful information will 
be obtained or that the protection of  officers who enter the area will be 
enhanced. 

Although it thus does not require as much of a showing as reason- 
able suspicion, the "reasonably likely" language requires that the police 
articulate their objectives. Generally speaking, it was the intent of the 
Task Force that investigative objectives should be driven by aparticular 
offense or type of  offense, rather than a generalized concern about crime, 
and that deterrence objectives be associated with a significant, demon- 
strable crime problem. W.~thout these limitations, all police surveillance 
could be said to have an articulable basis, since regardless o f  the location 
or time, there is always a slim possibility that some sort of  crime or event 
of  future evidentiary significance will occur. 

Thus, while the phrase "reasonably likely" may permit video 
surveillance of  the pffblic space in front of  a federal building, it does not 
permit surveillance of a public park simply to have a record of who was 

154. See WESTIN, supra note !, at 128-29 (describing the use ofsurvvillance to extract 
pay offmoney, iearnthe plans of  opposing politicians, monitor political protest groups, and 
eavesdrop on attorney-client conversations). 

155. 392 U.S. 1 (1968). ~, 
156. Id  at 21 (holding that the officer'must be able to point to specific and articulable 

facts" which warrant the intrusion). ~, 
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there on a particular d~,y. While using an Intelligent Transportation 
System to locate vehicles near the scene of  a robbery might be "reason- 
ably likely" to achieve an investigatory purpose, flying over large 
stretches of  territory with a magnification camera to locat e marijuana 
patches is not. Individualized suspicion is not required, but something 
more than a "Let's-see-what-we-can-find-here" attitude is. ~s7 

Nor should the mere assertion that surveillance will deter crime 
satisfy the definition. Presumably, overt surveillance by camera, plane, 
or other device would deter crime in any targeted area. However, unless 
the crime problem is significant, such surveillance is usually not 
legitimate under th,.".-',, definition, ts~ To conclude otherwise would permit 
constant surveillance Of virtually all nonprivate areas, with substantial 
detriment to privacy (in the sense of  repose and anonymity), freedom of 
association, and most importantly, freedom from a sense of  oppression. 
In short, the definitions of  legitimate law enforcement objective (i.e., 
investigation, deterrence, prevention, protection from crime, and 
apprehension of  criminals) and of  how likely the achievement of  that 
objective must be (i.e., when there are articulable reasons) are meant to 
provide meaningful, but at the same time relatively minimal, limitations 
on' police conduct. 

D. Standards Governing Specific Types of Surveillance 

The final four standards provide specific gutdehnes for each of  the 
five physical surveillance technologies, ts9 As noted earlier, these 
standards represent application of  the general principles, particularly 
Standard 2-6.1(c), setting out the competing law enforcement and 
privacy interests that must be balanced, and Standard 2-6.1(e), dealing 
with the appropriate decision-maker. Conversely, the general principles 
concerning implementation and accountability are replicated in the 
specific standards only when special considerations arise. In other 
words, when a specific standard states the conditions under which a 
given type of  surveillance "is permissible," it is assumed that, in addition 
to the requirements listed in the standard, law enforcement officials will 
conduct surveillance in a nondiscriminatory manner, adhere to legitimate 

157. Ks one court put it, "Law enforcement agencies should not have carte blanche 
power to conduct indiscriminate surveillance for unlimited periods oftime of varying 
numbers of individuals." United States v. Curtis, 562 F.2d 1153, 1156 (9th Cir. 1977). 

158. In some cases, authorities may wish to use overt (deterrence-driven) surveillance 
not because there have been a significant number of crimes in the targeted area, but because 
the few crimes that might occur will cause significant damage. The decision to set  up 
cameras in Atlanta during the Olympics is a good example of this reasoningS.; 

159. Illumination and telescopic devices are treated together. See Standard 2-6.5, infra 
Appendix. 
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objectives; appropriately document the surveillance, and so on. As with 
the discussion of  the general principles, the specific standards will only 
be outlined here; discussion of the most controversial issues is left to Part 
III. 

Standard 2-6.3, concerning video surveillance, contains three 
sections. Section (a) governs video surveillance of private locations, 
activities, and conditions. In accord with the holdings of  most courts, 
this section places the same restrictions on video surveillance that are 
imposed on interception of private communications. ~6° Since the ABA's 
standards goveming communications surveillance are currently being 
revised, ttt the final content of  section (a) is still unspecified, although it 
is clear that nonconsensual, non-exigent video surveillance of  private 
areas will require a warrant based on probable cause. 

Section (b) governs long-term overt video surveillance ofnonprivate 
areas (e.g., cameras on telephone poles). This type of  surveillance only 
need be reasonably likely to achieve legitimate law enforcement 
objectives. However, this determination must be made by either "a 
politically accountable law enforcement official or the relevant politi- 
cally accountable govemmental authority." Moreover, "the public to be 
affected by the surveillance" must be notified of"the intended location 
and general capability of  the camera and [given] the opportunity, both 
prior to the initiation of  the surveillance and periodically during it, to 
express its views of  the surveillance and propose changes in its execu- 
tion, through a hearing or some other appropriate means." Note that the 
standard limits public involvement to those "affected by the surveil- 
lance." This group would include those who live in or frequent the area 
to be surveilled but not the entire public, which might be insensitive to 
the intrusion represented by cameras in someone else's neighborhood. ~tz 

Section (c) governs all other video surveillance, meaning short-term 
overt video surveillance of  nonprivate areas (e.g., videotaping a rally) 
and all covert video surveillance of  nonprivate areas (e.g., installing 
hidden cameras to capture a pawn shop thief). Here too, meeting the 

160. See LAFAVE, supra note 24. A few courts have held that only selected aspects of 
Title III apply to video surveillance. See, e.g., United States v. Cuevas-Sanchez, 821 F.2d 
248 (5th Cir. 1987); United States v. Biasucci, 786 F.2d 504 (2d Cir. 1986). For instance, 
the provisions of Title III that require applications to be signed by certain types of 
prosecutors and which limit electronic surveillance to certain crimes may notapply to video 
surveillance. For cdtieisms~ofthese cases, see Kent Greenfield, Comment, Cameras in 
Teddy Bears: Electronic Visual Surveillance and the Fourth Amendment, 58 U. Crlt. L. 
REV. 1045 (1991); Cheryl Spinner, Comment, Let's Go to the Videotape: The Second 
Circuit Sanctions Covert Video Surveillance of Domestic Criminals, 53 BR~X)K. L. REV. 
469 (1987). 

161. See supra nnte:12. 
162. Note, however, that use of video surveillan~c~a one area might merely dis#ace 
. . . .  , r  . 

activtt-y to another, apossthle argument for,revolving a[iditional members of the public. 
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"reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective" 
test is sufficient. However,  the standard contemplates that in all non- 
exigent circumstances in other words, most o f  the time the 
decision as to whether this requirement is satisfied should be made by a 
supervisory official, not a field officer. 

Standard 2-6.4, on tracking devices, also has three sections. Section 
(a) covers the installation o f  tracking devices. When such installation 
requires non-consensual entry into a private place, a law enforcement 
official must demonstrate probable cause to believe that the object to be 
tracked is in the place entered and that subsequent monitoring o f  the 
device will reveal evidence of  a crime. The one exception to this rule is 
when the installation is "part o f a  systemwide prop~am authorized by the 
legislature," a phrase meant to exempt installation o f  transponders in 
connection with Intelligent Transportation Systems; in this situation, 
legislative authorization is sufficient. An installation that does not 
require entry into a private place (e.g., placement o f  a beeper on the 
exterior o f  a car '63 or in an item belonging to the government) 164 need 
only meet the legitimate law enforcement objective test. 

Section (b) governs the use o f  a tracking device to monitor move- 
ment. When the device is used "to determine whether or where the 
device is located within a particular private location," probable cause is 
required unless one o f  the subjects o f  the monitoring consents. In the 
latter case, and in all other cases o f  monitoring, the legitimate law 
enforcement objective test applies. 

The practical effect o f  this standard is that pol ice  contemplating 
long-term, non-eonsensual tracking will often need probable cause 
because o f  the likelihood that, over  an extended period, the tracked 
object will enter a home or similar private area. O f  course, nothing in 
this standard prevents police with only an articulable law enforcement 
objective from using a device to track an item to a particular house, mrs 

163. Cf. Cardwell v. Lewis, 417 U.S. 583, 591-92 (1974) (holdin~i~t~taking paint 
scrapings from the exterior of a car does not infringe an expectation of p~i~acy). 

! 64. Cf. United States v. Jones, 31 F.3d 1304,13 ! 0-11 (4th Cir. ! 994) (holding that the 
monitoring of a beeper placed in government-owned property which a suspect then steals 
i s  n o t  a search). 

! 65. Both United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276 ( 1983 ), and United States v. Kate, 468 
U.S. 705 (1984), appear to hold that using a beeper to discover in what building an item is 
located (as opposed to its precise location) is not a search. In Knotts, 460 U.S. at 285, the 
beeper led police to a cabin but did not reveal movement of the beepered container within 
the premises. In Kate, 468 U.S. at 720-21, the beeper led police to a warehouse full of 
lockers, but did not reveal which locker contained the beeper. In neither situation did the 
Court fmd that the Fourth Amendment was implicated. Apparently, the rationale is that no 
personal right is violated until the police discover that the item is in a specific area 
associated with a reasonable expectation of privacy. See Clifford Fishman, Electronic 
Tracking Devices and the Fourth Amendment: Knotts, Kate, and the Questions Still 
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However, if  the signal on a beeper is lost while the beeper is in a public 
place, probable cause is required to relocate the signal in a private place. 
Probable cause is also required if  public tracking leads the police to an 
apartment building or a complex of  buildings, so that identifying the 
precise apartment or building within which the item is located is 
impossible without resort to the tracking deviceJ ~ For these reasons, 
under this standard seeking a warrant prior to tracking would often be the 
safest course even if installation in a private place is not requiredY 

Section (c) provides that when either installation or monitoring 
requires probable cause a judge must authorize that action in writing, 
except when there are exigent circumstances, in which case a judge 
should be consulted as soon as practicable. A court order may authorize 
monitoring for a maximum of  sixty days "absent articulable facts 
demonstrating a need for longer surveillance." Extensions of  sixty days 
may be authorized by a judge. 

Standard 2-6.5 concerns illumination and telescopic devices. It is 
the most straightforward standard. For surveillance of  private areas it 
requires probable cause and, in non-exigent circumstances, a warrant; 
it otherwise mandates adherence only to the legitimate law enforcement 
test. The one exception to the latter rule is when surveillance of  
nonprivate areas is "overt and not prolonged with respect to any given 
area," in which case no justification is necessary. Thus, the use o f  a 
Startron nightscope to look through a darkened bedroom window while 
hiding in bushes at the edge of  a property would require probable cause 
and, unless exigency existed, a warrant, while the covert use of  binocu- 
lars to observe a public square would only need to be reasonably likely 
to achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective, and the cursory use 
of  a flashlight to illuminate bushes in a park or the exterior of  a house 
would require no justification. 

Standard 2-6.6 governs the use of  detection devices. It consists of  
four sections. Section (a) concerns all detection devices, general and 
specific. In contrast to the rules governing other types of  physical 
surveillance, a search of  a private place using these devices is permitted 
on less than probable cause in a wide variety of  situations, including 
whenever circumstances authorize a search incident to arrest, a search 
based on consent, an inventory search, a protective frisk, a search of  an 

Unanswered, 34 CATH. U. L. REV. 277, 341-46 (1985). 
166. Karo stated that the use of  a beeper to determine that a container is in a particular 

locker would be a search. See 468 U.S. at 720 n.6. 
167. The government complained about this consequence in Karo, 468 U.S. at 718 

("[F]or all practical purposes [agents] will be forced to obtain warrants in every case in 
which they seekto use a beeper, because they have no way ofknowiag in advance whether 
the beeper will be transmitting its signals from inside private premises."). 
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entryway prior to an emergency entry, or a protective sweep of an 
arrestee's premises. In short, such devices may be used in any situation 
in which Fourth Amendment law allows a search on less than probable 
cause. ~6s Further, the standard permits detection devices to be used at 
fixed checkpoints that serve "a compelling government interest" in 
preventing passage of contraband or weapons, as well as at temporary 
checkpoints when there is reasonable suspicion that the checkpoint will 
discover a person or instrumentality threatening "a substantial risk of 
death or bodily harm," or will discover a person or persons being 
threatened, as in a kidnaping victimJ 69 Finally, when a detection device 
search does require probable cause, the standard eliminates the warrant 
requirement not only in exigent circumstances, but also when the place 
searched is associated with a "lesser expectation of privacy" (e.g., a 
Car). 170 

Certain limitations are placed on detection-device checkpoints in 
Section (a)(iv). As with the rules governing long-term public video 
surveillance, a fixed checkpoint established to detect contraband or 
weapons must be approved by "an appropriate politically accountable 
law enforcement official or governmental authority"; further, the public 
affected by such a checkpoint must be notified of the location and be 
given periodic opportunities to express its views. A temporary check- 
point must be approved by a supervisory law enforcement official; 
additionally, the anticipated size of the group subjected to the checkpoint 
should be "reasonable in light of the purpose for which the device is to 
be used." 

Section (b) of the detection device standard sets out a&~itional 
situations in which detection devices that are contraband-specific may 
be used. Because these devices detect only contraband, their use is 
permitted whenever reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law 
enforcement objective, even if the use entails search of a private place. 
The one exception to this rule is when the device is used to search a 
"place of residence," in which case probable cause (and a warrant in 

168. See United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973) (search incident to arrest); 
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218 0973) (search upon consent); South Dakota v. 
Opperman, 428 U.S. 364 (1976) (inventory search); Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968) 
(protective frisks); Wilson v. Arkansas, 514 U.S. 927 (1995) (unannounced entry); 
Maryland v. Buie, 494 U.S. 325 (i 990) (protective sweep incident to arrest). 

169. Cf. Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 183 (1949) (Jackson, J., dissenting) 
(commenting how he would "candidly strive hard" to uphold a roadblock to save a kidnap 
victim wen though the police had to "search every outgoing car;' as "it might be reasonable 
to subject travelers to that indignity if  it was the only way to save a threatened life"). 

170. See California v. Carney, 471 U.S. 386, 393 (1985) (noting a reduced expectation 
of  privacy due to regulation of  vehicles). 
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non-exigent circumstances) is required, m I f  the use o f  the device 
requires a seizure, grounds for the seizure must exist) 7z 

Section (c) concerns weapon-specific devices. Unless these devices 
can be classified as contraband-specific (e.g., a gun-detection device in 
those jurisdictions where carrying a concealed weapon is illegal), this 
section subjects weapon-specific devices to the same restrictions as 
general detection devices. There is one exception: weapon-specific 
devices can be used in any circumstance in which protective action is 
permitted, "even absent any individualized suspicion o f  danger that 
otherwise would be required." Thus, i f  grounds for a stop are present, 
a weapon-specific device could be used to conduct an electronic "frisk" 
even i f  no suspicion of  danger exists. When the search is narrowed to 
what a weapon-specific device detects, the fact that the officer does not 
actually harbor a suspicion o f  danger does not bar the search, despite the 
rule o f  Terry  v. Ohio, m because the only intrusion into privacy is to 
identify whether there is potential danger. |74 For the same reason, this 
provision permits, without any articulable suspicion of  danger, the use 
o f  a weapon-specific device to "look" beyond an entrance prior to an 
authorized entry, and to observe the vicinity o f  an arrest subsequent to 
the arrest.t75 Again, the theory is that in contexts where protective action 
would be authorized based on individualized suspicion, a device that 
detects only weapons can be used even absent that suspicion because it 
merely ensures that the protection occurs. 

Finally, section (d) provides that law enforcement agencies should 
adopt procedures that address three implementation concerns. To the 
extent detection devices have the ability to "electronically strip" 
passersby, ~76 procedures should be developed to allow the exposure o f  

171. Cf. United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 140 (1994) (Brennarg J., dissenting) 
(inveighing against giving the police "free rein" to use such teclmiques to pry into the 
home). 

172. As delineated in Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. ! (1968), and its progeny. 
173. 392 U.S. at 30 (permitting a friskwhen the officer"reasonably [concludes] in fight 

of his experience that criminal activity may be afoot and that the person with whom he is 
dealing may be armed and presently dangerous"). 

174. Further, the electronic frisk will usually be less intrusive than the traditional one. 
See infra note 284. 

175. Because a post-arrest sweep of the immediate vicinity of the arrcstce is already 
permitted in the absence ofsuspicion of danger, see Maryland v. Buie, 494 U.S. 325, 334 
(1990), this provision adds nothing to law enforcement authorit_y. Buie also permitted a 
protective sweep of other areas on the premises associated with a reasonable suspicion of 
danger. See id Standard 2-6.6 would not permit entry into the surrounding area on less 
than reasonable suspicion, but it would allow beaming the device into the "area from the 
point of arrest. 

176. Although it does provide images of the body, the MiIlitcch device described earlier, 
supra note 118 and accompanying text, purportedly does not reveal "intimate anatomical 
details." Dr. G. Richard Huguenin, Millitech Corporation, Testimony to the Crime and 
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anatomical information only to officers of  the same gender. This section 
also cautions police against inappropriate use of  "active" devices that 
may, through x-ray or other technology, cause physical harm to the 
target.'" Finally and most importantly, it states that procedures should 
be adopted "to ensure that the capabilities of  any device used conform 
as closely as possible to the authorized objective or objectives of  the 
surveillance." If the objective in using a detection device is to find 
weapons, a weapon-specific device is preferable; if such a device is 
unavailable, police should use a general detection device that will 
achieve the objective with as little revelation of  other information as 
possible, m 

IV.  AREAS OF CONTROVERSY 

The foregoing description might have created the misleading 
impression that the discussion of  the Task Force proceeded smoothly 
from one stage to another in crisp logical order. In fact, the group 
progressed in fits and starts, often backtracking. Preliminary versions of 
the specific standards were developed before the general principles were 
Complete. Sections were added, deleted, and then added back in again; 
even the categories of  physical surveillance subject to regulation 
changed. ~79 Moreover, as might be expected within such a diverse 
group, ~8° serious disagreements emerged. Indeed, virtually every 
provision of  the standards was the subject of  a debate over the two years 
of the project. Occasionally the Task Force came to an impasse, broken 
only at later meetings after further reflection. 

The discussion below summarizes the. most contentious debates, 
divided into twenty-one topics. It also provides, in more detail than 
previous parts of  this Article, the rationale behind the provisions 
ultimately produced by the Task Force. In the end, all of  these issues 
were resolved, if not to the complete satisfaction of  each member o f t  h e  

Criminal Justice Subcommitte¢ oftheHouse Judiciary Committee 3 (July 21,1994) (on file 
with the Harvard Journal o f  Law and Technology). More powerful imaging techniques 
could reveal such details. 

177. Devices that rely on radiation could be hm-mful under certain circmmtances. See 
/d~ at 1. 

178. This provision implements the least intrusive means principle of Standard 2- 
6.1(c)(iv). 

179. See supra note 104. 
180. SeegenerallyAlanSchwartz&RobertE.ScoR, ThePoliticalEconomyofPrivate 

Legislatures, 143 U. PA. L. RL~. 595 (1995) (describing the dynamics of deliberations 
within American Law Institute rulemaking bodies). 
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Task Force, then at least sufficiently to permit each member to endorse 
the Tentative Draft. 

Several issues debated by the Task Force could be termed "funda- 
mental," in the sense that a failure to resolve them would have grounded 
the project. These issues, divided into four categories, are canvassed 
first; the rest of  the Task Force's debates are discussed in the order in 
which they are raised by the standards. 

A. Fundaraental lssues 

1. Mission Impossible: Technological Changes Will Render the 
Rules Moot 

One objection to any project to develop rules governing 
technologically-assisted physical surveillance relies on the constant 
evolution of  technology. Any effort at regulation, a few Task Force 
members initially argued, will soon be rendered obsolete by new 
developments in the field. Just as current detection devices were 
unimaginable thirty years ago, new devices that we cannot anticipate and 
therefore cannot intelligently regulate will be developed. 

For a number of  reasons, the Task Force quickly decided that this 
concern should not give it pause. First, inaction would only make 
matters worse. Legislative and administrative law in this area is almost 
non-existent, and courts' attempts to fill the void have been haphazard 
at best) st At the same time, the use of  advanced technology to conduct 
physical surveillance is no longer an occasional occurrence; federal and 
state agencies use sophisticated illumination, telescopic, and detection 
devices with increasing frequency, m Devising some type of  regulatory 
framework, even one that will require revision in the near future, is better 
than ignoring this burgeoning dimension of  police investigation, m 

Second, regardless of  the technology involved, law enforcement 
needs (e.g., investigation and deterrence) and individual interests (e.g., 
privacy and freedom of association) do not change appreciably over 
time. New technologies might increase the tension between these needs 

181. See supra Parts H.A & II.C. 
182. See supra notes 2 & 3. See also Brave New World, TIME, Mar. 3, 1997, at 43 

(describing new surveillance technology currently available). 
183. See ARTHUR R. MILLER, THE ASSAULT ON PRrVACY 123 (1971) ("It would be 

unwise to deal with each new tedmological application on an individual basis divorced from 
the broader issues, or to delay until its privacy-invading excesses have come to pass."); 
Stephea L. Carter, Technology, Democracy and the Manipulation of  Consent, 93 YALE LJ. 
581,584 n.14 (1984) (reviewing MARK G.YUDOF, W H E N G o ~ S P E A K S :  POLmCS, 
LAW AND GOVERNMENT EXPRESSION IN AMERICA (1983)) ("The fact that the danger has 
not made itself manifest does not mean that the danger does not exist."). 
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and interests, but would not diminish their fundamental relevance. 
Moreover, when new developments have necessitated new legal 
frameworks, the Fourth Amendment and related legal concepts have 
proven remarkably adaptable. ~u 

Third, the decision to structure the standards around functional 
categories (e.g., tracking devices, telescopic devices, and detection 
devices) significantly mitigates the consequences of  failing to anticipate 
a particular technology. These categories should encompass most new 
developments in physical surveillance. 

2. Guidelines vs. Rules 

A second core issue, which was not as easily resolved, concerned 
whether the Task Force's standards should be general guidelines or 
precise rules. This discussion, whichpersisted over several meetings, 
reflected the age-old debate whether law is best encapsulated in general 
or specific terms; 's5 in particular, it flowed from two concerns about 
rules. The first concern was that detailed rules would not accommodate 
technological developments as easily as general guidelines. The second, 
and more vigorously pressed, concern was that precise rules are easy to 
violate inadvertently and thus more likely to lead to litigation and 
obstacles to legitimate law enforcement. 

Opposing members of  the Task Force believed that a project that 
produced only vague guidelines would not be worth the effort. Without 
relatively specific rules, they argued, the message of  the standards would 
be muddled. At the least, this group felt the standards should strongly 
urge the police to produce specific rules. ~ 

In the end, the standards do not reflect the triumph of one of  these 
positions over the other, but rather a compromise between the two. The 
general principles of  Standard 2-6.1 are more like guidelines, while the 
remaining standards more closely resemble rules. However, even the 
latter standards are broad in scope. Most obviously, the multi-factor 
definition of  privacy and the relatively open legitimate law enforcement 
objective test leave considerable room for discretion. In a number of  
other standards, the Task Force again opted for language that avoids 

184. For instance, the advent of  wiretapping and bugging initially .,zreated difficult 
analytical problems for the Supreme Court, since conversations are not "persons, houses, 
papers or effects" and cannot be "seized" in the same way these items can. See Katz v. 
United States, 389 U.S. 347, 365-66 0967) (Black, J., dissenting). Nonetheless, the Katz 
majority's adoption of a privacy analysis allowed constitutional regulation of an in~,'estiga- 
five technique not anticipated by the Framers. See/d. at 353. 

185. Cf. Duncan Kennedy, Form andSubstance in Private Law Adjudication, 89 HARV. 
L REX'. 1685 (1976) (exploring the advantages and disadvantages of clear but rigid rules 
and amorphous but edaptable standards). 
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straitjacketing law enforcement) s6 But at the same time, Standard 2- 
6.1 (g) admonishes law enforcement agencies to devise more specific 
rules implementing these standards. 

3. FOurth Amendment Redux or Comprehensive Effort? 

A third basic issue was raised by the suggestion from some members 
o f  the Task Force that the group merely try to summarize Fourth 
Amendment law, without reaching subconstitutional issues. As with the 
argument in favor of  guidelines, this stance was motivated by a desire to 
avoid undermining legitimate law enforcement efforts. 

The response to the latter argument was less equivocal, however. As 
the preceding description o f  the standards makes clear, the Task Force 
made an effort to tackle all the issues raised by law enforcement use o f  
physical surveillance, notjust those addressed by courts. The Task Force 
concluded that it could not justify the implication o f  a simple summary 
o f  Fourth Amendment law: that the vast amount of  surveillance not 
meeting the "search" threshold t~ should not be regulated at all. For 
instance, given its Orwellian overtones, most people would probably 
agree that placement of  video cameras on street comers requires some 
type o f  limitation, despite its apparent immunity from constitutional 
strictures. ~u Similarly, as Part II.C explained, a number of  issues 
regarding implementation and accountability are not addressed by 
constitutional doctrine, but are important to any comprehensive 
regulatory system. 

Furthermore, the seemingly simple goal of  describing current Fourth 
Amendment law on physical surveillance may not be achievable, for 
even when courts have  regulated technologically-assisted physical 
surveillance, their holdings have not been models o f  clarity. The 
Supreme Court alone has proffered several different analytical ap- 
proaches, ts9 When one looks at lower courts, the variety in holdings and 
rationales assumes bewildering proportions. For example, some courts 

186. See infra text accempanying notes 209-16 (notice), 217-25 (disclosure and 
retention of records), 226-3 ! (docmnentation of~rveillance decisions), & 232-33 (public 
dissemination of types ofsurveillance conducted). 

187. See supra Part II.A. 
188. See. e.g., Michael Cooper, W/th Success o f  Camerar, Concerns Over Privacy, 

N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 5, 1997, at 134 (describing the questionable efficacy ofcameras in some 
areas and the conoems of some civil ~ alx~ an Orwellian soci~y); Tnno~ Egan, 
Police Surveillance o f  Streets Turns to V'wleo Cameras and Listening Devices, N.Y. TIMES, 
Feb. 7, 1996, at AI2 (discussing, imer alia, concerns about video viewing of homes, 
maintenance of recordings, and audio capability). 

189. See supra Part II.A. 
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have concluded that thermal imaging of  a building requires a warrant) 90 
while others have declared that this activity does not even implicate the 
Fourth Amendment) 9~ Similarly, some courts have held that the use of  
binoculars to look inside a building is a search) 92 while others have said 
it is not. ~93 

In short, legislators, policymakers, police, attorneys, and trial judges 
need more guidance than presently provided on both constitutional and 
subconstitutional issues. The standards endeavor to provide that 
guidance, both with specific rules and with a statement of  the competing 
values at stake. 

4. The Relationship of  Public and Private Surveillance 

A fourth fundamental issue was whether the restrictions placed on 
the police should be greater than those placed on the public. According 
to one view, i fa  private citizen can use a video camera to record activity 
on a public street with no restrictions, the police should be able to do so 
as well. Because private surveillance of  public places is virtually 
unregulated, the practical consequence of  this position is almost identical 
to the stance that standards should reflect only Fourth Amendment law. 

One response to this position is, rather than foregoing restrictions on 
the police, to limit all technologically-assisted physical surveillance, 
public and private. After all, use of  these devices by fellow citizens can 
have a significant impact on privacy and freedom of  action. Further- 
more, private use of  physical surveillance technology has increased 
enormously in recent years. Indeed, corporate and personal use of  video 
cameras, telescopic devices, and other types of  physical surveillance 
technology is probably outpacing use by the government. Perhaps the 
model provided by communications surveillance law, which bars the 
private use of  communications interception equipment) 94 should be 
followed here as well. 

190. See, ~g., United States v. Field, 855 F. Supp. 1518 (W.D. Wis. 1994); see also 
infia note 281. 

191. See, e.g., United States v. Kyllo, 1996 WL 125594 (D. Or. 1996); United States 
v. Penny-Feeny, 773 F. Supp. 220, 226-28 (D. Haw. 1991 ), aff'd on other grounds, 984 
F.2d 1053 (9th Cir. 1993). 

192. See, e.g., People v. Oynes, 920 P.2d 880 (Colo. Ct. App. 1996); State v. Carter, 
790 P.2d 1152 (Or. Ct. App. 1990). 

193. See, e.g., People v. Arno, 153 Cal. Rptr. 624, 629 (Ct. App. 1979)~ 
194. See 18 U.S.C. § 2512 (1994) (outlawing manufactme, distn'bufion, possession, and 

advertising of  certain wire, oral, ~ electronic eommunicafions surveillance devices). 
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Nonetheless,  with one possible exception, t9s the standards do not 
at tempt to control  the private use o f  physical surveillance devices. 's~ 
Given the legitimate purposes that such devices may  serve, and their 
prolific usage by  the general population, any attempt to achieve such 
control in a sensible manner would be a significant undertaking best left 
to other groups.  'gT 

Thus the question for  the Task Force remained whether the standards 
should impose limitations on activity by the police that ordinary citizens 
can perform with impunity. For  instance, though use o f  Startron 
binoculars to peer  i n t o a  private area might  trigger a tort or  privacy law 
action, m surveillance o f  public areas is not  likely to bring any legal 
sanction. Accordingly,  some members o f  the Task Force wondered why  
police should have to abide by even minimal restrictions on their 
surveillance o f  public places. 

The Task  Force concluded,  however,  that the government ' s  vast  
resources and its power  to deprive people o f  freedom distinguish it from 
private actors. The Bill o f  Rights limits state action, not private action. '99 
Put another way,  a democratic government  must  trust its citizens in order 
to earn its ci t izens '  respect. 2°° The government  shows no trust i f  it 
indiscriminately uses its power  against the citizenry. Regardless o f  what  

195. At present, the Electronic Surveillance Standards recommend the imposition of  
criminal penalties for the "possession, sale, distn'bufion, advexfiseme~ or m a n ~  of 
a device the design or disguise ofwhich makes it primarily useful for tim sunt1~tious 
overbearing orrecording of... communications." Electronic Smvcfllan~ Standards, supra 
note 7, Standard 2. ICoXiv). Given the linkage imposed by Standmd 2-63(a) between video 
surveillance of  private locations and the Electronic Surveillance Standards, a person who 
possesses avideo device designed primarily for covert observation of private activities (e.g., 
a teddy bear camera) or who uses such a device covertly might be committing a crime. In 
light of this ImSsa'ble result, wbether the Task Force will retain this linkage remains to be 
seen. 

196. The pmlmsedstandards avoid explicitly addressing gnvea~nent use of'mformafiun 
collected throughprivatephysicalsurvea'liunce. Cf. UnitedStmesv. Jacobsen,466U.S. 109 
(1984) (discussing when replication of a private search by a public actor is a Fourth 
Amendment search); Walter v. United States, 447 U.S. 649 (1980) (same). 

197. The ABA Criminal Justice Section Council has just established a Task Force on 
Policing Privatization, which might consider such issues. Letter from Michael Johnson, 
Chair, Criminal Justice Standards Committee, to Members, Policing Privafiza~n Task 
Forte (Apr. 9, 1997) (on file with the Harvard Journal of Law and Technology). 

198. "Several successful actions for invasion ofprivacy have been brought against 
defendants who have utilized secret video cameras, see-through panels, peepholes, hidden 
microphones, or window-peeping." H. Morley Swingle & Kevin M. Zoellner, 
Criminalizing Invasion of Privacy: Talcing a Big Stick to Peeping Toms, 52 J. MO. B. 345, 
346 (1993). 

199. See, e.g., Burdeau v. McDowell, 256 U.S. 465 (1921). 
200. Cf Sundby, supra note 124, at 1755 (1994) (argning that the fundamental purpose 

ofthe Fourth Amendment and of"maintaining a constitutional system" is the promotion of  
"government-citizen trust"). 

r: 
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p r iva te  individuals• may be able to do, self-interest mandates that the 
• government refrain from arbitrary, unjustifiable surveillance. TM 

. '  ' . r 

B. General Principles 

5..Is Privacy Invasion All We ' re  Worried About? 

The Task Force expended considerable energy on ~ e  phr~ing o f  
sections (a) and (b) in Standard 2-6.1 - -  which state the reasons why 
physical surveillance technology is needed and why it may need to be 
regulated w because these sections set the stage for the rest o f  the 
standards. This effort was aimed a t making these important sections as 
comprehensive and clear as possible. There was little disagreement 
about content. 

However, one substantive issue did arise in connection with section 
(b). The penultimate drat~ o f  this section included a more detailed 
recitation o f  values that might be diminished by unregulated physical 
surveillance. In addition to talking about the "chilling effect" that 
technologically-assisted physical surveillance might have upon 
"constitutionally protected activities, such as freedom of  speech, 
association, or travel," the earlier dra~ stated that regulation ~s needed 
when such surveillance would pose "a significant infringement o f  other 
widely shared values in a democratic society, including the enjoyment o f  
anonymity ~and places o f  repose, the absence of  a pervas!ve police 
presence, and the absence o f  intensive official scrutiny except in 
response to suspicious conduct. ''2°z Some members of  the Task Force 
successfully objected to the inclusion o f  this langu~e on the ground that 
it was too vague and might lead to the regulation o f  innocuous law 
enforcement behavior. Because the deleted language captures interests 
that are not clearly encompassed by the privacy concept, this objection ~<. 
came close to reprising the idea that the s ~tandards should deal only with 
Fourth (and First) Amendment concerns. 

201: Thisreasoningmightsuggestthatthvs~andardsshouldgovernallgovemmv~tuse 
of technologically-assisted physical ~trveillance. However, such surveillance comes in 
many guises that are not subject to easy categorization: secret service agents charged with 
protecting federal officials; national security organizations designed to ferret out terrorists; 
regulatory bodies obligated to monitor public hea',th and safety; and tr~sponation and court 
agencies concer~,ed with protecting thcf~e who use their facilities. Rather than address the 
complex issues that arise, in these varied contexts, the introduction to the standards will 
make clear that the term "law enforcement" as used in the standards is meant to encompass 

%only the last-named area plus typical police and detective work. 
"~ 202. Standard 2-6.1(b) (drafl of Feb. I0, 1997) (on fi|e w~th the Harvard dournal of 

Law and Technology). 
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The practical effect o f  the deletion is probably trivial, however. 
Very little technologically-assisted physical surveillance is left unregu- 
lated by the specific standards. 2°3 While much surveillance may take 
place upon the minimal showing required by the legitimate law enforce- 
ment objective test, this test, along with the implementation and 
accountability provisions, imposes some limitations on even routine use 
~f  surveillance devices in nonprivate areas. Furthermore, the current 
phrasing of  section (b) refers not only to privacy and First Amendment 
freedoms, but also to the "openness of  society" as a value worthy of  
protection. 

6. Should the Use of  the Least Intrusive Device be Required? 

When deciding whether a particular type of  surveillance should take 
place, some members of  the Task Force thought that the use of  the least 
intrusive technique should be mandated, or at least strongly encouraged. 
As technological advances make more intrusive surveillance alternatives 
available, these members argued that the need to avoid "investigative 
overkill" becomes greater. T M Further, while previously the most 
intrusive alternatives were also the most time-consuming and expensive 
ones - -  so that the least intrusive alternative was typically selec~ed as a 
matter of  efficiency technology now provides options that are highly 
intrusive but relatively inexpensive and not manpower intensive. For 
instance, putting a cop on every corner is fiscally impossible for most 
jurisdictions; putting a camera on each block may not be. 

At the other end of  the spectrum, some members of  the Task Force 
expressed significant antipathy toward any reference to the least intrusive 
means concept, noting that the Supreme Court has explicitly refused to 
endorse this requirement in the Fourth Amendment context. 2°5 ~ e y  also 
voiced concern that such a limitation would require police to make 
difficult decisions about relative intrusiveness which might relegate 
investigative effectiveness to a secondary role. For instance, how does 
one evaluate whether a video camera on a telephone pole is less intrusive 
than a police officer on every street corner, and of  what relevance is the 
f ~ t  that the latter method of  surveillance is much more expensive? 

203. The only obvious example is overt, unprolonged use oftelescopic and illumination 
devices. See Standard 2-6.5(b)(I), infra Appendix. 

204. See supra Part I. 
205. See, e.g., Illinois v. Lafayette, 462 U.S. 640, 647 (1983) ("The reasonableness of 

any particular governmental activity does not necessarily or invariab 13, turn on the existence 
of alternative 'less intrusive' means."); United States v. Martinez-Fuerte,428 UI.S. 543, 556 
n.12 (1976) (''The io~c of such elaborate less-reslrictive-altemative arguments could raise 
insuperable barriers to the exercise of virtually all search-and-seizure powers."). 
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The Task Force decided that Supreme Court case law, as well as 
pragmatic law enforcement and economic considerations, require a 
measured approach. Thus, the standards indicate that relative intrusive- 
ness should be a consideration but not a dispositive criterion, in selecting 
a particular technology? °~ Further, relative intrusiveness is to be 
evaluated in light o f  other "available effective and efficient 
alternatives"2°7; law enforcement is not required to sacrifice effectiveness 
or to ignore resource constraints in deciding whether a particular 
surveillance technique is permitted. 2°s 

7. Should People Know They've Been Watched? 

Under both the Electronic Surveillance Standards 2°9 and federal 
law, el° post-surveillance notice of  wiretapping and bugging must be 
given to all those listed on the warrant application. Initially the Task 
Force's standards mandated the same requirement for all covert physical 
surveillance that requires probable cause (e.g., surveillance of  the interior 
of  a home)ti  m As in the communications surveillance context, 2~2the 

206. See Standard 2.6.1(c)(iv), infra Appendix. 
207. ld. 
208. For a cdtique o f this approach, see Nadine Strossen, The Fourth Amendment in the 

Balance: Accurately Setting the Scales Through the Least Intrusive Alternative Analysis, 
63 N.Y.U.L. REV. 1173 (1988). 

209. Standard 5.14 of  the Electronic Surveillance Standards, supra note 7, provides: 
As soon as practicable but not later than ninety days after the 

return is made to the judicial of f icer . . ,  the judicial officer should 
causv to he served on the person named in the order of  authorization 
or approval orthe application for such an approval..,  an inventory 
which should include notice o f -  

(it the entry of  the order or the making of  the application; 
(ii) the date of  the entry of  the order or of the denial of  the 
application; 
(iii) the period ofauthorized, approved or disapproved over- 
hearing or recording; 
(iv) the overhearing or recording, if any, o f communications; 
and 
(v) the period, i f  any, of  actoal overhearing or recording. 
Upon a showing of good cause made to the judicial officer,'file 

serving of  the inventory should be postponed~ 
210. See lg U.S.C. § 2518(8)(d) (1994). 
211. See Standard 2-6.1 {d)(iv)(B) (draR of Nov. 16, 1996) (on file with the Harvard 

Jet ,hal o f  Law and Technology). 
212. The commentary to the PROJECT states: 

The possibility of  surreptitious surveillance is, of  course, the most 
telling objection to any system of  permissive use. An inventory 
procedure removes most of  the source of that objection. :When an 
individual receives the inventory he will, rt;oreover, then be in a 
position to take whatever action is available, to him to suppress, i f  

J ~  
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primary reason for this rule was that the intrusion associated with such 
surveillance is significant, yet usually undiscovered by the target unless 
prosecution takes place. Even when a warrant is sought and a judge 
reviews the surveillance decision, a notice requirement provides effective 
disincentives to questionable conduct because the police know their 
targets are more likely to learn of  misconduct. When the surveillance 
does not require a warrant, a notice requirement is even more important 
because no one will discover any abuse of  discretion unless prosecution 
takes place, in which case the effect of  hindsight bias will ot~en favor the 
police. 2m3 As noted earlier, 2~4 notice in probable cause situations might 
even be constitutionally required under Berger  v. N e w  York. 2j5 

However, some members of  the Task Force and several police 
organizations were worried that post-surveillance notice would burden 
law enforcement, or prematurely alert a suspect and foil an investigation 
(especially in conspiracy and similar investigations). The latter concern 
could presumably be addressed through language, like that found in 
electronic surveillance laws, that allows post-surveillance notice to be 
postponed for good cause.2~6 Nonetheless, the Task Force decided that 
the standards should merely require "reasonable notice" o f  covert 
surveillance and that the commentary to the standards should flesh out 
the competing interests involved. 

8. Disclosure and Retention of  Surveillance Results 

The recording ability of  physical surveillance technology, particu- 
larly in connection with video surveillance and Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, raises the potentially difficult issues of  disclosure and retention. 
Consider two examples in addition to those given earlier. 2~7 First,~ 
suppose the government conducts surveillance of  a business to determine 
whether drug importation laws are being violated. Assuming the 
surveillance is legally justified, the use of  any information obtained is 
certainly permissible in a criminal prosecution on drug importation or 

possible, the evidence obtained or to recover, where appropriate, civil 
damages. 

PaolEcr, supra note 7, at 161-62 (citation omitted). 
213. C/. JEROME SKOLNICr,, JUSTICE WITHOUT TRIAL: LAW ENFORCEMENT IN 

DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 221,223-24 (2d ¢d. 1975) (noting that when searches uncover 
incriminating evidence, courts' perceptions of the reasonableness of such searches shil~ in 
favor of the police). 

214. See supra text accompanying note 133. 
215. 388 U.S.41 (1967). 
216. Standard 5.14 ofthe Electronic Surveillance Standards permits postponement upon 

"a showing of good cause," see supra note 208, requiring law enforcement to show how the 
inventory will damage an investigation. 

217. See supra text accompanying note 92. 
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related charges. However, the information might also be sought by other 
government agencies (e.g., an environmental protection unit), by 
competitors, or by private news organizations. As another example, 
suppose a school's video surveillance tapes of  its halls are sought by 
police investigating criminal activity. 2~8 Should disclosure be automatic 
in these situations? If not, what rules should govern the disclosure and 
retention of surveillance records? 

Became these questions involve obtaining pre-existing information, 
they are best answered by standards governing transactional 
surveillance. 219 However, the Task Force believed that the physical 
surveillance standards should at least touch upon the disclosure and 
retention issues for two reasons. First, the propriety of  a search or seizure 
depends in part upon what is done with the information obtained. Even 
if the police have probable cause to search a home, a decision to display 
all of  its contents in the public square is unreasonable. Second, 
dissemination of  information is itself an invasion of  privacy. Such 
dissemination may be permissible if consistent with the purpose of a duly 
authorized search, but a violation of  privacy fights may occur if the 
information obtained is used four other purposes. 

Starting from this premise, an earlier version of  the standards 
provided that disclosure of  surveillance results "should be permitted only 
for purposes consistent with the purpose of  the surveillance or those 
collateral uses determined to be lawful by previously promulgated 
statute, court decision or regulation. ''22° The rationale for this approach 
is threefold: (1) legislative, judicial, or agency action is more likely to 
be based on consideration of all the complex state and individual 
interests involved; TM (2) disclosures motivated by discriminatory or 
vindictive motives are less likely; and (3)judicial review of any 
disclosure decision is facilitated. ~ :  

An earlier version of  the standards also proposed that records should 
be destroyed after being used for their intended purpose or when that 

218. This issue was expressly avoided by the Supreme Court in New Jersey v. T.L.O., 
469 U.S. 325, 333 n.3 (1985). 

219. For a definition of this term, see supra note 13 and accompanying text. 
220. See Standard 2-6.1(d)(vi) (draft of  Feb. I0, 1997) (on file with the llarvard 

Journal of  Law and Technology). 
221. As the Court recognized in Michigan Dep 't of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444, 

453-54 (1990), the reasonableness of a search is significantly enhanced if the governing 
rules come from legislative or high administrative officials rather than the street police 
themselves, and ifthe police are given relatively little discretion in construing these rules. 

222. So.e Harold J. Krent, Of Diaries and Data Banks: Use Restrictions Under the 
Fourth AmerMmeni, 74 TEX. L. REV. 49, 85-92 (1995). 
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purpose is "no longer likely to be achieved. ''2~ This provision was based 
on a similar rationale. I fa  duly promulgated law requires retention o f  the 
records, presumably some public debate about the propriety of  such 
action has taken place. However, if no such law exists then the proposal 
would have required their destruction in the indicated circumstances. 
Fearful of  extensive video libraries that would retain information on vast 
numbers o f  individuals in perpetuity, some members o f  the Task Force 
argued that even this protection was not enough and that records should 
be destroyed after a fixed time, regardless o f  their potential use. 

All o f  these proposals were rejected by the Task Force because they 
might prohibit or renderimpossible the use of  highly probative informa- 
tion simply because the use was not anticipated by law. Accordingly, the 
language submitted to the Criminal Justice Section Standards 
Committee TM merely required that disclosure be "for lawful purposes," 
which suggests that disclosure and retention are permitted so long as not 
prohibited by a statute or regulation. The Committee added the word 
"designated" before the word "lawful" to indicate that, contrary to the 
Task Force's formulation, some legal authorization should exist, at least 
for disclosure. ~ However, given the ambiguity o f  the word "desig- 
nated," such legal authorization might consist simply o f  a directive by a 
supervisor to disclose particular information. 

A final related issue should be noted. Assuming that adequate 
protection against inappropriate disclosure to non-law enforcement 
entities exists, a few members o f  the Task Force argued that i f  these 
disclosure rules are strictly adhered to, other restrictions on covert 
surveillance could be minimized. This position assumes that the 
surveillance itself, because undetected by the targets, does not harm any 
individual interests, and that disclosure of  results, because limited to law 
enforcement purposes and other authorized objectives, does not harm 
innocent people. 

The second assumption, at least, is erroneous. Even if  the surveil- 
lance results are used only against the guilty, the knowledge that the 
government is conducting covert surveillance without restraint would 
ultimately affect everyone's sense o f  security. Further, if  information is 

223. See Standard 2-6.1(d)(vii) (drait of Feb. 10, 1997) (on file with the Harvard 
Journal of Law and Technology) ("Protocols should be developed for the destruction of 
surveillance records not required to be maintained by law. Such records should be 
destroyed (A) after they arc used for their intended purpose, or 03) when that purpose is n o  

longer likely to be achieved."). 
224. Recall that the Committee is the first layer of review in the ABA's standards review 

process. See supra note 14. In its February, 1997 meeting, the Committee began its 
discussion of the standards. The change reported in the text below was one outcome of this 
meeting. 

225. See Standard 2-6.1(d)(vi), infra Appendix. 
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'isclosed for purposes other than law enforcement, even if pursuant to 
pre-existing rule, the privacy of innocent people may be infringed. 

Thus, while proper precautions regarding disclosure can minimize the 
injury to privacy, they do not obviate the need for standards requiring 
justification for a particular surveillance. 

9. Is Documentation Necessary to Articulation7 

When surveillance is based on probable cause, the reasons for the 
surveillance will normally be documented in a warrant application and 
thus be available for judicial or administrative review. 2~6 However, for 
searches conducted without a warrant due to exigent circumstances, no 
such application will exist and a separate written record of the decision 
to search may not be created. Law enforcement officers are even less 
likely to record their reasons for acting when subconstitutional conduct 
not requiring probable cause is involved. 

To ensure that the reasons for surveillance are "articulated" when a 
warrant is not required and to assist in periodic review of surveillance 
usage, some members of the Task Force proposed a documentation 
requirement. Thus, an earlier version of the standards provided for 
documentation identifying the official oi, officials responsible for the 
decision to conduct particular surveillance, n7 Moreover, this earlier 
version required that the reasons for the surveillance be documented, 
except when the surveillance decision was made by a field officer and 
the surveillance was "cursory. ''ns 

This earlier version was rejected in favor of the current formulation, 
which requires administrative rules to ensure that "the information 

226. See, e.g., FED. R. CRIM. P. 4L 
227. See Standard 2-6.1( O(l) (draft o f Feb. 10, 1997 ) ( on file with the Harvard Journal 

o f  Law and Technology). 
228. See Standard 2-6.1 (f)(ii) (draft ofFeb. 10, 1997) (on file with the Harvard Journal 

of  Law and Technology). The relevant text read: 
(0 Accountability and ControL Government officials should be held 
accountable for use of regulated technologically-assisted physical 
surveillance technology by means of: 

(i) Docmnentation of the official or officials responsible for the 
decision to conduct particular surveillance. 
(ii) Documentation ofthe reasons for the surveillance. Where 
the final decision to conduct particular surveillance is made by 
a nonsupervisory law enforcement officer, and the surveillance 
is not cursory in nature 

(A) that officer should make a contemporaneous record 
articulating the basis for undertaking the surveillance and 
noting the duration of the surveillance, and 
(B) such records should periodically be reviewed and 
evaluated by a supervisory law enforcement officer. 
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necessary for [official] accountability be maintained. ''229 Again, the 
concern that onerous, litigation-producing, and perhaps useless burdens 
might be placed on law enforcement officers won the day over the more 
stringent rule. For instance, some members o f  the Task Force thought 
requiring field officers to record every prolonged use of  binoculars 
would not appreciably protect privacy but could lead to obfuscating 
defense objections when such records were incomplete or non-existent. 
The current language is thus not as specific as the earlier version 
regarding the precise information that must be maintained. However, it 
does require departments to keep some accountability information, 
perhaps at least a record o f  how a particular surveillance was conducted 
and o f  who conducted it. 

On the issue of  accountability, early on the Task Force unanimously 
agreed that exclusion o f  evidence is an appropriate remedy only when 
the Fourth Amendment is violated. In all other situations, disincentives 
should depend upon administrative and other sanctions. Thus, the 
standards do not impose a statutory exclusion remedy of  the type found 
in the original version o f  the Electronic Surveillance Standards 23° or Title 
iII. TM 

10. Giving Away Police Secrets 

Considerable debate focused on whether law enforcement should 
periodically disseminate to the public statistics about the frequency o f  
technologically-assisted physical surveillance, as it must under the law 
governing wiretapping and bugging. 232 On the one hand, the public and 
its representatives cannot intelligently assess the scope and impact o f  
technologically-assisted physical surveillance without info~}nation of  this 
sort. On the other hand. law enforcement agencies d o  not want to alert 
potential criminals to specific techniques; indeed, there is perhaps an 
inclination on the part o f  law enforcement to keep the public ignorant o f  

229. See Standard 2-6.1(0(I), Jaffa Appendix. 
230. See Electronic SurveiUan~,Standards, supra note 7, Standard 2.3(c) (permitting 

a suppression motion by "any party aggrieved by the overhearing, recording, use, or 
disclosure of such communications or evidence derived therefrom"): An earlier version of 
this standard that required exclusion only when "substantial rights" are violated was 
removed by the 1986 amendments. 

231. Title III requires exclusion in a number of situations in which the Fourth 
Amendment probably would not. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) (1994) (allowing exclusian 
for failure to disclose to the judge the interception of communications not related to the 
offense specified in the wiretap order "as soon as practicable"); 18 U.S.C. § 2518(8) (1994) 
(allowing exclusion for failure t9 seal recordings); 18 U.S.C. § 2518(9) (1994) (allowing 
exclusion for failure to provide an inventory at least 10 days,before trial). 

232. See supra note 101. 
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the use of  covert surveillance technology. ~3 As acompromise, the 
current standard requires public dissemination of  the frequency of use in 
terms of  the general surveillance categories created by these standards 
(e.g., private video surveillance, public video surveillance, and tracking 
devices). Particular technologies need not be revealed. 

C. Definitions 

11. The Legitimate Law Enforcement Objective Standard 

Part II demonstrated that the Fourth Amendment imposes no 
limitations on many types of  surveillance of public places. TM Nonethe- 
less, earlier versions of  the standards endorsed a reasonable suspicion 
requirement in a number of public surveillance contexts. ~5 Behind these 
restrictions was the belief that,surveillance of public activity could have 
particularly intrusive or oppressive consequences in these situations. ~6 
However, as noted earlier, ~7 many members of the Task Force thought 
that, given the courts' lack of action in this area, such surveillance should 
be essentially unregulated. The compromise which emerged was the 
"reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective" 
test, which is meant to impose minimal, but meaningful, justificatory 
conditions on surveillance of  nonprivate areas. TM 

233. See Richard McAdams, Tying Privacy in Knotts: Beeper Monitoring and 
Collective Fourth Amendment Rights, 71 VA. L. REV. 297, 328 n.145 (1985) (noting the 
difficulty of  determining how often beeper surveillance occurs given file lack of records and 
the reluctance of police to keep or disclose such records). 

234. See supra Part II.A. 
235. See Standard 2-6.3(c) (draft of  Aug. 5, 1996) (on file with the Harvarddournal 

of  Line and Technology) (requiring, with respect to covert video surveillance, either 
reasonable suspicion or documentation ofthe"expected frequency" ofthe'particular type 
of  criminal activity" and "that other methods of  deterrence would be less effective"); 
Standard 2-6.4(bXii) (draft of  Oct. 28, 1996) (on file with the HarvarddournalofLawand 
Technology) (requiring reasonable suspicion for the monitoring of  a beeper in nonprivate 
areas); Standard 2-6.5(Io) (draft of  Aug. 5, 1996) (on file with the Harvarddournal of  Law 
and Technology) (requiring reasonable suspicion for the use of  illumination and telescopic 
devices to view nonprivate areas). 

236. For instance, because targets are unaware of  its occurrence and thus cannot take 
steps to minimize e:q~nsme, covert surveillance may well reveal far more intimate detail 
than overt video surveillance. For discussion ofthe rationale for imposing a reasonable 
suspicion requirement in connection with the traddng of  public movements, see infl'a note 
268. 

237. See supra text accompanying notes 187-93. 
238. For an argument that reasonable suspicion should be required for surveillance 

"intrusions" amounting to less than a Fourth Amendment search, see Lewis R. Katz, In 
Search of  a Fourth Amendment for the Twenty-first Century, 65 IND. L.J. 549 (1990). 
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Although this phrase requires that the law enforcement objective be 
"articulable," some members of the Task Force believed that the standard 
was still too amorphous. In an effort to make the test somewhat more 
restrictive and concrete, one version of the definition explicitly required 
that the police be able to articulate a particular crime or type of crime 
they hoped to deter, prevent, or investigate, or a "substantial" crime 
problem that required deterrence, z~9 The Task Force was concerned, 
however, that such an addition might prevent clearly reasonable 
surveillance (e.g., use of video cameras to scan the Olympic Park in 
Atlanta). At the same time,, it directed that the commentary to the 
definition endorse particularity and substantiality as two of the criteria 
for determining reasonableness. 24° 

12. The Definition of Privacy 

Much discussion centered around how the Task Force should define 
those Situations that warrant the first tier of  protection (i.e., those that 
require probable cause). For instance, an early version of  the standards 
referred to the first-tier domain as a "home or similar location. ''24~ 
Another approach discussed, but never put into draft language, required 
justification based on the sophistication of  the device in question. 
However, the Task Force, like the courts, came to see privacy as a multi- 
factor concept, and thus ultimately defined privacy by simply listing 
relevant considerations. Although this approach obviously lacks the 
clarity that the Task Force had hoped to provide, the group concluded 
that it was the best way to define privacy: there are simply too many 
permutations involving technology to permit bright-line statements about 

239. See Standard 2-6.2(e) (draft of  Oct. 28, 1996) (on file with tile Harvard Journal 
o f  Law and Technology). The relevant text read: 

(e) Legitimate law enforcement objective. Investigation, deterrence 
or prevention of  an offense defined by statute, and prevention of  other 
physical harm. An action by a law enforcement officer is "reasonably 
likely to achieve a legitimate law enforcement objective" ifthere are 
articulab|e reasons for concluding that the action will: 

(i) discover the commission of  a particular offense or type of  
offense; 
(ii) further an ongoing investigation of  a particular offense or 
type of  offense; 
(iii) deter or prevent a particular offense; 
(iv) deter a significant number ofoffenses in a given area; or 
(v) prevent one or more persons from suffering serious physical ; ~ : .  
harm. 

240. See supra text accompanying notes 153-58. 
241. See Standards 2-6.3 to 2-6.7 (draft of  Oct. 28, 1996) (on file with the Harvard 

Journal o f  Law and Technology). 
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activities or conditions that deserve the Constitution's greatest protec- 
tion. 

Consider one illustration o f  the problem. As indicated above, one 
possible definition would have been to declare the interior o f  the home 
and similar locations "private," thereby dictating that such locations can 
never be observed without probable cause. While this approach would 
be easy to a p p l y  and would even come close to describing Fourth 
Amendment law, it would f o r e c l o s e - -  unless probable cause existed - -  
enhanced surveillance from a public sidewalk o f  activity taking place 
directly in front ofuncurtained windows and open front doors, even if  
only a flashlight or video camera was used in the observation. Although 
there are good reasons to be reluctant to give much weight to such 
circumstances, 242 both case law and logic demand that they be given 
some effect. Thus, the definition adopted incorporates the courts' 
admittedly vacillating positions on what is private and what is not. 243 

D. Video Surveillance 

1 3. Unresolved Issues Involving Surveillance of  Private Locations 

Because the A B A ' s  revised standards on communications surveil- 
lance have yet to be finalized, section (a) o f  the video surveillance 
standard, which equates video surveillance o f  private locations with 
interception o f  private communications, leaves a number o f  questions 
unanswered. Four issues are canvassed here, but are not resolved. 

First ,  should there be a provision regulating the installation o f  
surveillance devices? Both the Electronic Surveillance Standards and 
Title III avoid the issue. Further, in Dalia v. United States, TM the 
Supreme Court explicitly held that a separate warrant is not required for 
an entry to install eavesdropping equipment, although the entry must be 
"reasor~able. "24s Yet a good argument can be made that the Fourth 
Amendment requires a probable cause finding that non-consensual entry 

242. See supra Part ll.B. 
243. Another regulatory approach would be to prohibit certain types of surveillance in 

certain situations (e.g., no satellite surveil/an~ of homes, no use of detection devices to see 
through clothing). Given society's wiilir,~e.-ss to permit electronic eavesdropping, which 
may be even more intrusive than the exataplesjust given, this categorical approach seems 
overly restrictive. That being said, it should be noted that the flexible approach adopted 
here is not necessarily inconsistent with barring the most intrusive types o fsurveiilance or 
making them extremely difficult to justify. In other ~ords, application ofthe factors in 
Standard 2-6.1 (c) might lead to a conclusion that certain types of surveillance are not 
justified by any legitimate law enforcement objective. 

244. 441 U.S. 238 (1979). 
245. See id. at 258 (holding that "the manner in which a [surveillance] warrant is 

executed is subject to later judicial review as to its reasonableness"). 
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into a home is necessary to gather criminal evidence, whether in the 
communicat ions  or  physical surveillance context. 

Second, the Electronic Surveillance Standards 2~ and Title II1247 state 
that a wiretap order may not be issued unless a judge  finds that normal 
investigative procedures have been tried and failed, or  are likely to be 
unsuccessful or  too dangerous.  This "necessity" requirement was 
designed to keep electronic surveillance a last resort, given its intrusive- 
ness. 24a With the advent  o f  video surveillance, however,  it is not  clear 
how the necessity requirement works. As  currently written, the 
Electronic Surveillance Standards require the police to use video 
surveillance (presumably with no audio capability) before resorting to a 
wiretap or  a bug. Yet visual surveillance can be as intrusive or  more 
intrusive than aural surveiUance. 240 

A third issue o f  this sort concerns minimization. The current A B A  
standards on aural surveillance state that the judicial order authorizing 
surveillance shall contain "a  directive that overhearing or recording shall 
be conducted in such a way  as to minimize the overhearing or  recording 
o f  conversat ions not otherwise subject to overhearing or  recording. "25° 
Federal law is similar in vein, TM although the Supreme Court ' s  interpreta- 

. ~  
tion o f  this proviston significantly emasculates even this relatively vague 

246. See Electronic Surveillance Standards, supra note 7, Standard 2-5A(c) (t~luiring 
a finding that"other investigative procedures have or had been tried and have or had failed 
or reasonably appear or appeared to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to have been or to be 
too dangerous"). 

247. See 18 U.S.C. § 2518(3)(b) (1994) (requiring a finding that"normal investigative 
procedures have been triedand failed or reasonably appear to beunlikely to succeed iftried 
or to be too dangerous"). "~J 

248. As the commentary to the PROJECT indicates, the Supreme Court itself s+,ates in 
Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 60 (1967), that a special showing is "more important in 
eavesdropping, with its inherent dangers, than that required when conveniional procedures 
of search and seizure arc utilized." PP.O~ECT, supra note 7, at 140. 

249. But this is not necessarily the case, depending upon what is viewed or heard. This 
is why the proposals that place grea~r limitations on video surveillance ~-e also suspect But 
see Greenfield, supra note 158,1057-77 (suggesting, inter alia, ( 1 ) that video surveillance 
should be authorized for fewer types of crimes than is the case with aural surveillance, (2) 
thatvideo surveillance should be permitted only ifanralsurveillance first indicates criminal 
activity is occurring, (3) that video surveillance should be permitted only if the judge 
identifies the person to be observed (which is required for aural surveillance only if the 
person is known), (4) that the court order for video surveillance should be of shorter 
duration, and (5) that wawantless video surveillance ought to be prohibited even when one 
of  the parties consents to it). 

250. Electronic Surveillance Standards, supra note 7, Standard 2-5.8(1). 
251. See 18 U.S.C. § 2518(5) (1994) (stating that electronic surveillance "shall be 

conducted in such a way as to minimize the interception ofcommunieations not otherwise 
subject to interception under this chapter"). 
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prohibition, zS' Are these provisions sufficient for accomplishing 
minimization o f  video surveillance or should they be more detailed for 
both aural and video surveillance (i.e., by requiring termination o f  
surveillance when no one reasonably suspected o f  criminal activity is 
being surveilled, and allowing only spot checks thereafter)? 

Finally, both the Electronic Surveillance Standards and federal law 
exempt from regulation the interception o f  communications involving a 
party who has consented to the interception. ~3 As applied to video 
surveillance, on its face this provision's requirement that the consenting 
party be present during the surveillance prohibits the use o f a ' t e d d y  bear 
camera" to observe a babysitter while the parents are gone. Moreover, 
this provision requires termination o f  warrantless video surveillance i f  
the consenter leaves the room during a transaction. At the same time, 
eliminating the presence requirement might allow the owner o f  a house 
to authorize surveillance o f  the activities o f  guests which he or she does 
not personally observe. Even guests have expectations o f  privacy that 
should be considered reasonable, especially when, for instance, they are 
alone in a guest room or reasonably assume the owner has left the 
premises.254 : 

14. To What Extent Should the Public Be Involved in Authorizing 
Video Surveillance o f  the Public? 

Several members o f  the Task Force wondered whether involving the 
public in the implementation o f  long-term video surveillance o f  public 
areas (and detection device checkpoints) was necessary given the fact 
that politically accountable officials are already involved in the decision. 
The Task Force decided that although this latter input might be sufficient 
in many instances, the public should be given the opportunity to register 
its views. Both from philosophical and practical standpoints, govern- 
ment searches that affect large groups o f  people should be mediated 
through the public process. ~5 Involvement o f  the public affected by the 

252. See Scott v. United States, 436 U.S. 128, 138-39 (1978) (holding that a bad faith 
failu~ to minimize does not violate the statute because the focus should be "on agents" 
actions not their motives"). 

253. See Electronic Surveillance Standards, supra note 7, Standard 2-5.1; 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2511(2)(c)-(d) (1994). 

254. At least one court has held that even the presence of a consenting party during 
surveillance does not vitiate Fourth Amendment proration. See United States v. Shabazz, 
883 F. Supp. 422 (D. Minn. 1995) (holding that warrantless audio and video surveillance 
of a suspect's room violates the Fourth Amendment even though conducted only while a 
consenting informant is in the room). 

255. Cf William Stuntz, Implicit Bargains, Government:Power, and the iZourth 
Amendment. 44 STAN. LREv. 553, 588-89 (1992) (arguing that cases like Martinez-Fuerte 
and S/tz, which leave checkpoints to deparanental discretion, nonetheless seem to suggest 
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surveillance can act as a check on elitist decision-making, provide useful 
information as to the scope of  the problem, encourage a sense of  
community involvement, and diminish the discomfort associated with the 
surveillance by increasing understanding of  its nature and purpose. 

On the other hand, the Task Force rejected the suggestion that the 
public be permitted to "veto" particttlar video surveillance, z~6 Such a 
provision was deemed both unworkable and unnecessary. Determining 
when the public had "vetoed" surveillance would be difficult; at the 
same time, overwhelming public aversion to particular cameras would 
presumably persuade the police department and city council to back 
down without formally gauging whether a veto has taken place. "'7 

A related issue concerns what the public should be told about 
proposed video surveillance. Some members of  the Task Force believed 
that the preci~ capabilities of  the cameras, including magnification and 
audio capability, ought to be disclosed. Other members, echoing the 
arguments against periodic public dissemination of  specific physical 
surveillance information, z~s argued for a less revelatory approach. The 
Task Force ultimately concluded that the public should be informed of  
the "intended location and general capability of  the camera. ' ' 9  By using 
the words "general capability," the standard conveys that not every 
technical aspect o f  the camera need be disclosed to the public. 

that where group stops are involved"politics provides an adequate remedy for overzealous 
police action; g r o u p s . . ,  unlike the solitary suspect, can protect themselves from 
overzealous police tactics at the polls"). 

256. See Jennifer Cnmdmlm, ~-uteo Surveillance on Public Streets: The Constitutionality 
of  Invisible Citizen Searches, 64 U. DET. L. REv. 687, 711 (1987). 

257. In some jurisdictions, video cameras have been removed after public Gutcry. 
Associated Press, SpyL'zg Fears Get Cameras Removed, GAINESVlLLE SUN, June 20, 1996, 
at IB (reporting that five cameras being used to monitor traffic were removed); Barbara 
Yaffe, Ontario Zaps Big Brother's Photo Radar, EDMONTON J., June 24, 1995, at C3 
(reporting that citizens voted for a local politician who ~ to remove "the government 
eyeball on provincial roadways"). To some extent, the hostility in these cases may have 
stemmed from the fact that the cameras effectively caught:speeders. 

258. See supra text accompanying notes 232-33. 
259. See Standard 2-6.3CoXiiXA),/nfra Appendix. 

ir 
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E. Tracking Devices  

15. When  Is Probable Cause Reouired for Tracking? 

Legal  regulation o f  tracking devices is derived largely from two 
Supreme Court  cases briefly described earlier. 26° In United States v. 
Knotts,  TM the Supreme Court  held that using a beeper to track a car 
through public streets is not a search under the Fourth Amendment .  
Accord ing  to the Court, i t  is not reasonable to expect privacy with 
respect to one ' s  route or  destination when traveling on the roadways.  262 
In contrast, in United States v. Karo,  263 the Court  held that the use o f  a 
beeper  to locate an item inside a p~xticular house is a search, and that 
judicial authorization f o r  such a search is required. However ,  the 
wanant  need not state with particularity the place to be "searched" by the 
beeper  when, as will usually be the case, that place is unknown. TM 

Further, the Court  left open whether reasonable suspicion (as opposed to 
probable cause) is sufficient to authorize the warrant. 26s 

Desp!te objections from law enforcement organizations, the Task 
Force opted for the probable cause standard whenever  a tracking device 
is used to locate an item or person within a private location. 2~ The 
intimation o f  Karo notwithstanding, the Court  has firmly stated in other 
contexts that a Fourth Amendmen t  search outside o f  the weapon frisk 
and "special needs" scenarios requires probable cause. 267 In this 

260. See supra text accompanymg notes 2o-29. TRle lII menttous tracking dev~cxs, but 
does not seriously regulate them, merely providing that"[i]fa court is empowered to issue 
a warrant or other order for the installation of a raobileh':acking device, such order may 
authorize the use of that device within the jurisdiction of the court, and outside that 
jurisdiction if the device is installed in that jurisdiction." 18 U.S.C. § 3117(a) (Supp. 
1996). This provision allows beepers authorized in one jurisd!ction to be used in other 

jurisdictions. 
261.~ 460 U.S. 276 (1983)• 
262. See id. at 282. 
263. 468 U.S. 705 (1984). 
264. See id. at 718. 
265. Seeid. at718n.5. 
266. Note that the word "location" ":s used in the s',andard, rather than the word "place." 

As defined in Standard 2-6.2(f), a private place is one ~ich ,  ffentered physically, would 
be entitled to a constitutionally protected reasonable expectationofpdvacy. It is possible 
that various lo,:.ation~ within such a place are not p~tected by the Fourfi'J Amendment when 
viewed from ~he outs.~de, without a physical intrusion. Indeed, this possibility is r~-engnlzed 
in Karo, when the Court s ~ : s  that the use of a beeper to seea cont~r,er~L~ the equiy~ent 
of an entry only ifOie, government"employs an electronic device to obtain information that 
~t could not heye obtained by observation from outside the cta~lage ofthe house." 468 U.S. 
at 715. 

267. Wb~/eas a frisk for weapons only requires reasonable :uspicion, see Terry y. Ohio, 
392 tJ.S. I, 20 (1968),, ~ind a s ~ i a l  needs search (e.g., an administrative or regulatory 
se~xch) need only be "reasonable" under the circumstances, see New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 
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situation, the tracking device functions like a device that sees through 
walls, because it allows the police to determine precisely where an item 
is and, by inference, whe:rc the person who carded the item is. The Task 
Force concluded tha ' ; such an intrusion necessitates justification at the 
probable cause level. 

Although the standard also provides that public tracking need only 
meet the legitimate objective test, 26s the practical impact o f  this standard 
is that probable cause will usually be required for long-term tracking. 269 
Several factors mitigate the burden on law enforcement in that regard, 
however. First, precisely because the destinations o f  the device are not 
known,  probable cause h e r e  focuses solely on the likelihood that 
evidence will be discovered; as Karo indicates, the place ultimately to be 
searched need not be stated with particularity. Second, if  the device is 
installed in an illicit item (such as a bale o f  marijuana or a car that is later 
stolen), such probable cause will generally readily be found because, 
r~"ace acquired, possession o f  the item is a cr imeY ° Third, paragraph (c) 
sets out an exigency exception to the court order requirement, which 
applies whenever there is insufficient t ime to obtain a warrant. Finally, 
under  provision (b)(i), i f  a person agrees to be "bugged,"  a consent 
exception to the warrant  and suspicion requirements exists. 

U.S. 325 (I 985) (search of student's purse), a typical search requires probable cause. See, 
e.g., Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321,328-29 (1987) (holding that probable cause is 
required toview serial numbers on a stereo and specifically rejecting a reasonable suspicion 
standard for "cursory" searches); Ybarra v. Illinois, 444 U.S. 85, 90-94 (1979) (holding that 
probable cause is required to search a person unless there is present danger). 

268. See Standard 2-6.4(b)0i), infra Appendix. Some members of the Task Force, 
echoing several commentators, contended that reasonable suspicion was the appropriate 
standard in this context. They argued that public tracking infringes privacy, the interest in 
anonymity, and freedom of travel, in a way that typical naked.eye viewing does not - -  it 
allows continuous long-term monitoring of the particular routes traveled; the starting, 
stopping, and intermediate points of the travel; and the contents of one's car or suitcase. 
See McAdams, supra note 232, at 311 ("because [without a beeper] the combination of 
these elements will be unknown to any single person in almost every case, the driver's 
privacy remains secure"); Wayne R. LaFave, Nine Key Decisions Expand Authority to 
Search andSeize, 69 A/~B.A.J. 1740, 1740 (1983) (noting that in cases where there is no 
surveillance,"only an anay of bystanders, conveniently strung outon the route and who not 
only 'wanted to look' but also wanted to pass on what they observed to the next in line"~ ~ 
would truly invade the driver's privacy interest and expectations). The Task Force also 
noted that this typ~fphysical surveillance is more intrusive than other types of covert 
surveillance of public activity (e.g., using video cameras, telescopic, or illumination 
devices); the latter types of surveillance are usually relatively brief and in any event focus 
on one particular area. 

269. See supra te,~', accompanying notes 165-67. 
270. Cf. CLIFFORD S. FISHMAN & ANNE T. MCKENNA, WIRETAPPING &. EAVESDROPPING 

~.~ 28.10 (2d ed. ! 995) (noting that tracking devices placed inpack~ges mailed flora owns.as 
containing contraband require no warrant). 
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16. Duration o f  the Court Order 
.-5. ' / /  

- der . . . . .  ~; 27~ ,:--, Un Tttle III, a wiretap order m vahd for thirty days. An early 
' versmn of  the standards set thin t~me hmJt on tracking orders as well. 272 

However, many knowledgeable members of  the Task Force claimed that 
such a limitation on the use of  beepers and other tracking devices would 
be:impractical in this context. F~:/rlstance, in an effort to ferret out the 
identity and location o f  as ma:~y~;;rlaembers of  a drug ring as possible, 
tracking often might continue over months or even years. Thirty days 
w~.s therefore seen as unreasonably short. 

Yet as several courts have recognized, TM and as Karo itself 
indicates, TM without som61'.!!mltatlon, tracking surveillance becomes an 
extreme intrusion, potentially amounting to weeks of  surveillance 
apparently justified solely by the mere hope that useful information will 
be produced. The time period ultimately chosen (sixty days) is identical 
to the durational limitations on court orders for "pen registers" under 
Title III. TM Because o f  the great likelihood that a tracked item will end 
up in a private location during an extended period, an officer contemplat- 
ing  using a tracking device in this situation would be well-advised to 
seek a warrant, with its attendant dur~tional limitation. 

F. Illumination and Telescopic Devices 

17. The Confirmation Exception 

Some courts have permitted the use o f  telescopic and illumination 
devices to observe the inside o f  a house if  an inadvertent naked-eye 
sighting gives police reasonable suspicion that criminal activity is taking 
place and the enhanced surveillance is necessary, to confirm that 
suspicion. TM This "confirruatton" exception to the usual probable cause 

271. See 18 U.S.C. § 2518(5) (1994). 
272. See Standard 2-6.4(0) (draR of Feb. 10, 1997) (on file with the Harvard Journal 

of Law and Technology). , 
273. See, e.g., United States v. Butts, 710 F.2d 1139~ 1149 (5th Cir. 1983); United 

States v. Corer, 444 F. Supp. 146, 151 0V.D. Tex. 1978); Cf. United States v. Long, 674 
F.2d 848, 852 (11th Cir. 1982) (holding that a warrant that allows beeper use for ninety 
days is permissible if the beeper is only used for seven days). 

274. According to Karo, to obtain a warrant for a tracking device the government must 
identify the object into which the beeper is to be placed, explain the circumstances justifying 
installation of the beeper, and state the length of time it is required. United States v. Karo, 
468 U.S. 708, 718 (1984). ~/..=:==h: 

275. See 18 U.S.C. § 3123(cX!) (Supp. 1996). ~A pen register records numbers dialed 
on a telephone without overbearing verbal communicotions. Its use is not a Fourth 
Amendment search. See Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 745-46 (1979). 

276. See supra note 62. 
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requirement could arguably be justified by the need to immediately 
confirm or dispel the suspicion of criminal activity. Such a situation 
might occur, for instance, if an officer on the street sees what looks like 
a drug deal taking place in a second story window and uses binoculars 
or a nightscope to verify or dispel the suspicion. 

One version of Standard 2-6.5 recognized this exception if "the 
observation is from a lawful vantage point, of brief duration, and focuses 
solely on the area necessary to confirm reasonable suspicion acquired 
from that vantage point that evidence of crime will thereby be discov- 
ered. ''277 Ultimately, however, the Task Force deleted this provision. In 
the usual confirmation situation, the activity or condition observed with 
the enhancement device will be legitimately observable on no suspicion 
(at least as far as the F'ourth Amendment is coneemed) because it is not 
"private." For instance, using binoct~lars to confirm the naked-eye 
sighting in the foregoing example would generally not constitute a 
search, because the subjects are observable through a window. In 
situations where this is not the case, the danger is that the exception will 
permit intrusive surveillance on less than probable cause, in contraven- 
tion of the Fourth Amendment. For instance, under thi/s:exe_eTiion , a tip 
providing reasonable suspicion that gambling is curreiitly taking place in 
a particular house could be said to g iv~h~-~l ice  authority to use a 
telescopic device to look at document~:mslde the house and determine 
whether they are racing forms: 78 The Task Force decided that the 
traditional warrant/exigent circumstances formulation adequately 
balanced law enforcement and privacy interests in this context. 

G. Detection Devices 

18. Are Heat Waves "Abandoned"? 

Because general detection devices reveal more than just contraband 
or weapons, Standard 2-6.6(a) requires that their use be justified by 
probable cause or one of the well-recognized exceptions to the probable 
cause  s tandard .  279 Probably the most controversial use of detection 
devices aimed at private places is thermal imaging, which permits law 
enforcement officials to identify heat sources within a building, and thus 
facilitates location of drug laboratories or in-house marijuana farms. A 

277. See Standard 2-6.5(a)(iii) (draft of Feb. 10, 1997) (on file with the Harvard 
Journal o f  Law and Technology). 

278. But cf. United States v. Kirn, 415 F. Supp. 1252 (D. Haw. 1976) (holding that the 
use of a telescope to observe illegal gambling, including reading material, inside a high rise 
apartment requires probable cause). 

279. See supra note 168 and accompanying text. 
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majority o f  courts have held, and some members of the Task Force 
argued, that the use of  such a device to determine the heat output of a 
private place is not a search, because it merely detects heat "~aste" that 
has been "abandoned" by the house occupant, zS° 

The Task Force ultimately adopted the contrary position, persuaded 
by the Tenth Circuit's initial reasoning on this issue. TM As that court 
indicated, heat waves that emanate through the walls of a house are 
similar to the sound waves picked up by a microphone. 26e In both 
instances, it is the source of the waves, not the "abandoned" waves, that 
interests the police. Further, because even relatively primitive thermal 
imaging devices can resolve heat differentials as small as one-half of a 
degree, :s~ they have the potential for discerning a variety of activities 
associated with an expectation of  privacy, i.l ~. 

19. Are General Detection Devices Too General? 

It could be argued that the use of general detection devices should 
always require probable cause (even if a recognized exception to 
probable cause exists) because they often reveal more than would a 
traditional, legitimate physical search. To illustrate, suppose the police 
have grounds to frisk a suspect or search the immediate premises 
surrounding an arrestee based on a reasonable suspicion of  danger. A 
detection device that can "see" into containers might easily reveal more 
than a traditional search in these situations. TM 

Although no Task Force members took the position that the use of  
general detection devices should always require probable cause, several 

% 

280. Some of these courts also analogize thermal imaging to the use of a dog to detect 
drugs, which the Supreme Court indicated is not a search in United States v. Place, 462 
U.S. 696, 707 (1983). See, e.g., United States v. Pinson, 24 F.3d 1056, 105• (8th Cir. 
1994). However, thermal imaging is clearly not a contxaband-specifie technique, and thus 
Place is inapposite here. 

281. See United States v. Cusumano, 67 E3d 1497 (10th Cir. 1995), vacated, 83 E3d 
1247 (10th Cir. 1996). On rehearing en banc, the court held that there was probable cause 
for the warrant that eventually issued, absent any consideration of the thermal imaging, and 
refused to reach the issue of  whether the use of  the thermal imaging cons~tuted a search. 
Cusumano, 83 F.3d at 1250. - I.~ 

282. See id. at 1502. ~ 
283. See Matthew L. Zabel, / l  High-Tech Assault on the "Castle": Warrantless 

Therm~.l Surveillance o f  Private Residences and the Fourth Amendment, 90 Nw. U.L. /~ 
P~,~' i267,:~269 (1995). ° 

284. For~xample, in Terry v. Oh@ 392 U.S. I (1968), the Supreme Court sugges,ed 
that an officer ~?an pat down the outer clothing but should generally not reach into pockets 
or beneath gam~nts unle~ a weapon-like item is felt. la~ at 29-30. In practice, however, 
a frisk is likely t~ be much more intrusive. See JONATHAN RUBINSTEIN, CITY POLICE 310- 
II  (1973) (describing the probing nature of  the typical frisk taught at police 
academies). 
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i: 

expressed concern about the Potential for "overbroad" searches. The 
detection device standard nonetheless incorporates all of  the traditional 
exceptions to the probable cause requirement for three reasons. 285 First, 
the use of a detection device permits the officer to remain a safer 
distance from the suspect. Second, it avoids the need for highly intrusive 
placement of hands over the suspect's entire body. Third, it identifies 
weapons and other items with greater certainty and locates them with 
greater precision. Thus, post'frisk searches into clothing will be fewer 
in number and more limited in scope. Similarly, in home entry situa- 
tions, the use of detection devices might dissipate the fear of  danger, so 
that "no-knock" entries will become unnecessary. In protective sweep 
situations, detection devices will give the officer a more definite reading 
concerning others on the premises and will decrease the chances of a 

dangerous surprise confrontation. 
Nonetheless, it remains possible that the Use 0f general detection 

devices in these situations could disclose more privafe information than 
the typical search or frisk, especially when the devices supply images 
rather than simply detect characteristics of items. In recognition of this 
fact, the Standards Committee added the provision that procedures 
should be adopted "to ensure that the capabilities of  any device used 
conform as closely as possible to the authorized objective or objectives 
of the surveillance. ''2s6 This provision means that if the police must use 
a general detection device, they should use one that will achieve their 
objective with as little revelation of other material as possible. 287 

20. Should Specific Devices Be Immune from Regulation? 

Conversely, th e issue of whether there should be any limitations on 
contraband- or weeDon-specific devices was also debated. Some 
members of the Task l~brce felt that police should be able to aim a device 
that detects o~-Ay weapons at anyone they choose, based on the intimation 
in United States v. Place 288 that if a device detects only contraband its 
use: entails no search because it discovers nothing of private 

2 8 9  . ,  significance. The Task Force ultimately rejected th~s stance because 
of the fact that in many states a weapon is not i!ontrabandfl ° Instead the 
Task Force distinguished between weapon:specific and contraband- 

285. See Standard 2-6.6(a)(~i)-(ili), infra Appendix. 
286. See Standard 2-6.6(d)(iii), infra Appendix. 
287. See supra text accompanying note 178. For an argument against the approach 

endorsed by the standards and in favor of a reasonable suspicion requirement for use of 
detection ~-:~. ';:in non-checkpoint situations, ~ee Harris, supra note 119. 

288. 462 U~S. 696 (1983). 
289. See id. at 707. 
290. See Supra note 141 and accompanying text. 
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specific devices, to allow the use of  the former whenever police may 
validly look for weapon-z, (e.g., in frisk situations) but to prevent their 
random, suspicionless use except when weapons are in fact contraband 
(as in airports or in juiisdictions that make carrying a concealed weapon 
a crime). TM 

A related argument, made by a sizeable segment of  the Task Force, 
was that if  a device is truly=contraband-specific its use should never 
require justification. T'ae case for,this position is especially strong if the 
device is deployed surreptitiously and relies on technology that causes 
no physical or other harm. However, the group ultimately decided that 
when survefl!ance is of  the ~ome the use of  such a device generally 
should requirei probable cause;ira The Task Force concluded that at least 
one place o f  ultimate repos~i should be maintained, sacrosanct from 
suspicionless invasion regardless of  the precision that technology 
affords. 293 Some members may also have been influenced by the reality 
that devices ~t~,at can see through walls are unlikely to detect only 
contraband and that, even if  they did, they coui' d easily be used in a 
discriminatory fashion that would be particularly repugnant when aimed 
at the home. 

~i ̧ 

21. Fixed Checkpoints and Compelling Government Interests 

The Supreme Court has upheld the use of checkpoints to address 
significant crime problems like illegal immigration TM and drunk 
driving. 295 This fact, combined with the relatively nonintrusive nature of 
detection devices (i.e., the fact that they allow police to avoid physical 
touching), led several members of the Task Force to argue that fixed 
checkpoints using detection devices should be permissible upon a 
relatively meager showing of need. So, for example, i fa neighborhood 
is experiencing a surge in violent crime, police should be able to set up 
detection device checkpoints to detect and deter the impi~rtat,~pn of 
weapons into the: :~ighborhood. 

While not fully addressing the propriety of such usage, the language 
adopted by the Task Force 'clearly imposes more stringent limitations on 

291. See Standard 2-6.6(b)-(c), infra Appendix. 
292. See Standard 2-6.6(a)-(b), infra Appendix. 
293. Cf. Michael Adler, Cyberspace, General Searches, and Digital Contraband: The 

Fourth Amendment and the Net-Wide Search, ! 05 YALE L.J. 1093, I 120 (1996) (arguing 
against suspicionless"surgical" searches of computers designed to obtain only information 
about illegal activity on the ground that "It]he values of  one's home and office as a 
psychological refuge atad as a source of power independent ofthe government represent a 
pair of interests protec~ted by the property-model of the Fourth Amendment"). 

294. See United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543 (1976). 
295. See Michigan Dep't o f  State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444 (1990). 
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checkpoints than does Supreme Court case law. Not only does Standard 
2-6.6(a)(iv) require the involvement of politically accountable officials 
(a requirement arguably dictated by the Court's decisions), 296 it also 
requires that the public affected by the checkpoint be involved in the 
decision (whic h is clearly not mandated by Court rulings). Additionally 
the standard re;quires a finding that the checkpoint serve "a compelling 
government interest that no contcaband pass by that checkpoint" or "a 
compelling goverranent interest that no weapons pass by that checkpoint 
into a place where the presence of weapons would be extraordinarily 
hazardous. ''297 Use of the word "compelling" in these provisions 
conveys a requirement that the checkpoint be the least intrusive, effective 
way of  achieving a government aim of great magnitude, as with 
checkpoints at prisons, borders, court buildings, and airports. The Task 
Forge concluded that such language was necessary because checkpoints 
usually involve a seizure of some sort, often of large numbers of people, 
and because aiming a detection device at individuals is still likely to be 
perceived as intrusive, especially when its necessity is not dear. 

Returning to the neighborhood weapon detection checkpoint 
scenario, establishing such checkpoints on public streets would seldom 
be permissible under this standard~ even taking into account the fact that 
the use of a general detection device would facilitate the checkpoint's 
purpose by less intrusive and embarrassing means than conventionally 
used. The practice of subjecting everyone seeking to enter a particular 
street or residential area to a contraband check is repugnant for several 
reasons. First, unlike the four contexts mentioned in the previous 
paragraph - -  where checkpoints do not stigmatize anyone because the 
practices have been so long accepted and do not discriminate betw~n 
different segments of society--  checkpoints on public roads could taint 
both "the area sealed off and those who enter it. Second, such check- 
points would hamper the freedom to travel, which is not an issue in the 
context d~,ipri~ons and public buildings, and which already occurs at 
airports and'at the border given the need for documentation cheeks. 
Third, the use of such checkpoints could create an atmosphere of  
oppression, precisely because it could be t:quated with prison, border, 
and airport situations. 

296. See supra note 221. ~ 
297. Standard 2-6.6(aXiv), infra Appendix (emphasis added). Standard2-6.6(aXivXC) 

lays out somewhat different requirements for temporary checkpoints. See supra text 
accompanying note 169. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

As the name implies, the American Bar Association's Tentative 
Draft Standards Concerning Technologically-Assisted Physical Surveil- 
lance is a work in progress. Comments on the foregoing material are 
encouraged. Final approval by the ABA h~.?rarchy is still some time 
away, 29s so feedback could have an impact, indeed, it is anticipated that 
the content of  at least some of the standards will change prior to their 
submission to the House of  D~:legates. 

At the same time, if it he.s done nothing else, the work oftheTask 
Force on Technology and Law Enforcement has persuasively demon- 
strated that some regulatory, struc:ture governing the use of physical 
surveillance technology is necessary. This work provides a model for 
future attempts to establish guidelines for other types of  surveillance, and 
for search and seizure regulation generally. 

I 

298. As noted earlier, supra note 14, the review process leading to ABA House of 
Delegates approval is multi-layered, including two "readings" by the Criminal Justice 
Section Council. The fast reading will take place in August, ! 997. A second reading must 
take place before the standards can be forwarded to the House of Delegates. 
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APPENDIX: 
ABA TASK FORCE ON TECHNOLOGY AND 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

TENTATIVE DRAFT STANDARDS CONCERNING 
TECHNOLOGICALLY-ASSISTED PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE 

As revised after meeting with 
Criminal Justice Standards Committee 

February 24, 1997 

Standard 2-6.1. General Principles 

(a) Need for Surveillance. Technologically-assisted physical 
surveillance can be an important law enforcement tool. It can 
facilitate the detection, investigation, prevention and deterrence 
of crime, the safety of officers and citizens, the apprehension 
and prosecution of criminals, and the protection of the innocent. 

(b) Need for Regulation. Law enforcement use of 
technologically-assisted physical surveillance can also diminish 
privacy, freedom of  speech, association and travel, and the 
openness of  society. It thus may need to be regulated. 

(c) Factors Relevant to Regulating Use of Surveillance. 
Whether technologically-assisted physical surveillance should 
be regulated and, if so, to what extent should be determined by 
the following factors: 

(i) the law enforcement interests implicated by the surveil- 
lance, including: 

(A) the nature of the law enforcement objective or 
objectives sought to be achieved; 

(B) the extent to which the surveillance will achJ.~ve 
the law enforcement objective or objectives; ana 

(C) the nature and extent of  the crime involved; 

(ii) the extent to which the surveillance technique invades 
privacy, which should include consideration of: 
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(A) the nature of the place, activity, e.3ndition or 
location to be surveilled; '-~.: .... 

(B) the care that has been taken to enhance the privacy 
of  such place, activity, condition, or location; 

(C) the lawfulness of  the vantage point, including 
whether either the surveillance or installation of 
surveillance equipment requires a physical intrusion; 

(D) the availability and sophistication of the surveil- 
lance technology; ,:.. 

(E) the extent to which the surveillance technology 
enhances the law enforcement officer's natural senses; 

(F) the extent to which the surveillance of subjects is 
minimized in time and space; 

(G) the extent to which the surveillance of non-sub- 
jects is likewise minimized; and 

(H) whether the surveillance is covert or overt; 

(iii) the extent to which the surveillance diminishes or 
enhances the exercise of First Amendment freedoms and 
related values; and 

(iv) the extent to which the surveillance technique is less 
intrusive than other available effective and e,fficient 
alternatives. ,i 

(d) Implementation of the Surveillance. Officers conducting 
regulated technologically-assisted physical surveillance should 
be governed by the following considerations: 

(i) The subjects of the surveillance should not be selected 
in an arbitrary or discriminatory manner. 

i 

(ii) The scope of  the surveillance should be limited to its 
authorized objectives and be terminated when those 
objectives are achieved. 
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(iii) The particular surveillance technique should be capable 
of  doing what it purports to do and be used solely by 
officers trained in its use. 

(iv) When a particular surveillance device makes use of 
more than one rr,gulated technology and the technologies 
are governed by differing rules, the more restrictive rules 
should apply. 

(v) Reasonable notice of  the surveillance should be given 
at an appropriate time and in an effective manner. 

(vi) Disclosure and use by law enforcement officers of 
information obtained by the surveillance should be permit- 
ted only for designated lawful purposes. 

(vii) Protocols should be developed for the maintenance 
and disposition of surveillance records not required to be 
maintained by law. 

(e) Rule-making andDecision-making Entities. A variety of 
entities, including the courts, legislatures, executive officials, 
prosecutors, law enforcement agencies, and the public, have a 
responsibility in assessing how best to regulate the use a f  
technologically-assisted physical surveillance. The role that 
each should play in formulating, monitoring and enforcing 
regulatory requirements depends on such factors as the: 

(i) legal basis for the regulation; 

(ii) invasiveness and urgency of  the surveillance; " 

(iii) need for deference to expertise in law enforcement;. ~,. 

(iv) extent to which local conditions vary; 

(v) value of  sharing decisionmaking; and 

(vi) number of people and size of the geographic area 
affected by the surveillance. 

(f) Accountability and Control. Government officials should 
be held accountable for use of regulated technologically-assisted 
physical surveillance technology by means of: 

, i  
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(i) administrative rules which ensure that the information 
necessary for such accountability iz maintained; 

(ii) in addition to any exclusionary~sanction mandated by 
I ~  o . . 

the Fourth Amendment or legislation, z~ppropnate admmts- 
trative sanctions when rules promulgated pursuant to 
Standard 2-6.1 (g) regarding use of technologically-assisted 
physical surveillance are violated; 

(iii) periodic review by law enforcement agencies of the 
scope and effectiveness oftechnologicaUy-assisted physical 
surveillance; and 

(iv) public dissemination of  information about the general 
type or types ofsurveiUance being used and the frequency 
of  their use. 

(g) Written Guidance to Law Enforc~hent Officers. Each law 
enforcement agency should develop written instructions 
regarding resort to regulated technologically-asslsted physical 
surveillance and should mandate that officers of that agency 
comply with those instructions. These instructions should 
include: 

(i) the requirements as to specific typesofsurveillance, as 
set out in Standards 2-6.3 through 2-6.6; 

(ii) the rules developed by other agencies pursuant to 
Standard 2-6.1 (e); and 

(iii) such other rules as are necessary to implement these 
general principles in specific contexts. 

Standard 2-6.2. Definitions 

The following definitions apply to Standards 2-6.3 through 2-6.6. 

(a) Covert suraeillance. Surveillance intended to be concealed 
from any subject of  the survei=:nce. 

(b) Detection devices. Devic~ used to detect the presence of 
a particular object (e.g., explosives, drugs, weapons, or certain 
chemicals) or characteristic (e.g., shape, size, density, hardness, 
material, texture, temperature, scent) that is concealed behind 
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opaque inanimate barriers. Such a device is o f  the contraband- 
specific type i f  it can only reveal the presence of  an object 
which it is always or virtually always criminal to possess or use 
in the existing circumstances. Such a device is weapon-specific 
if  it can only reveal the presence of  a weapon. 

(c) Illumination devices. ~vices that make visible details not 
visible to the naked eye bec~ e of  poor lightigg conditions. 

(d) Legitimate law enforcement oojective. Detection, investiga- 
tion, deterrence or prevention of  crime, protection from harm, 
or apprehension and prosecution of  a suspected criminal. An 
action by a law .o~aforcement officer is "reasonably likely t o ,  
achieve a legiti~~ate law enforcement objective" if  there are 
articulable reasons for concluding that one o f  these objectives 
may be met by taking the action. 

(e) Overt surveillance. Surveillance of  which a reasonable 
person would be aware. 

(f) Private. An activity, ,~:ondition or location is private when 
the place where it occurs or exists and other relevant consider- 
ations, such as those listed in Standard 2-6.1(c)(ii), afford it a 
constitutionally protected reasonable expectation o f  privacy. A 
place is private i f  physical entry therein would be an intrusion 
upon a constitutionallyprotected reasonable expectation o f  
privacy. : 

(g) Reviewing law enforcement official. A law enforcement 
officer other than the person who will implement the surveil- 
lance. Such an officer may be supervisory (e.g., a sergeant, 
lieutenant or commander o f  a district or unit), or politically 
accountable (e.g., a department head or a prosecutor). A 
supervisory officer should have participated i=:'specialized 
training on sluveillance techniques and applicable legal 
guidelines. ' 

On) Telescopic devices. Devices that make visible details not 
visible to the naked eye because of  distance. 

(i) Tracking devices. Devices used to track movement Of 
persons, effects, or vehicles such as beepers, over-the-horizon 
radar, and Intelligent Transportation Systems. 
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(j) Video surveillance. Use of  a lawfully positioned camera as 
a means of  viewing or recording activities or conditions other 
than those occurring within the sight or immediate vicinity of  a 
law enforcement official (or agent thereof) who is aware of  such 
use. 

Standard 2-6.3. Video surveillance 

(a) Video surveillance of  a private activity or condition is 
permissible when it complies with provisions applicaBi~ ~ to 
electronic interception of  communications [see Standards 2- 

" o f  this Chapter], as modified for video surveillance. 

(b) Overt video surveillance for a protracted period not 
governed by Standard 2-6.3(a) is permissible when: 

(i) a politically accountable law enforcement official or 
the relevant politically accountable governmental authority 
concludes that it will: 

(A) not view a private activity or condition; and 

. (B) will be reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate 
law enforcement objective; and 

(ii) the public to be affected by the surveillance: 

(A) is notified of  the intended location and general 
capability of  the camera; and 

(B) has the opportunity, both prior to the initiation of  
the surveillance and periodically during it, to express 
its views of  the surveillance and propose changes in its 
execution, through a hearing or some other appropriate 
means. 

(c) All video surveillance not governed by Standard 2-6:3(a) or 
(b) is permissible when a superviso.ry law enforcement offficial, 
or the surveilling officer when there are exigent circumstances, 
concludes that the surveillance: 

* This provision is subject to change, depending upon the Task Force's proposals 
concerning communications surveillance. 
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(i) will not View a private act'ivity or condition; and 

(ii) will be reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law 
enforcement objective. 

Standard 2-6.4. TrackingDevices 

(a) Installation of a tracking device other than as part of a 
systemwide program authorized by the legislature is permissi- 
ble: 

(i) if installation involves entering a private place without 
consent, only when there is probable cause to believe that: 

(A) the object to be tracked is at the location to be 
entered; and 

(B) subsequent monitoring of the device will reveal 
evidence of crime; and 

(ii) in all other cases, when subsequent monitoring of the 
device is reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law 
enforcement objective. 

(b) Monitoring of a tracking device is permissible: 

(i) to determine whether or where the device is located 
within a particular private location, only when there is 
probable cause to believe that such monitoring will reveal 
evidence of crime, provided that, if one or more of the 
subjects of the monitoring consent to have the tracking 
device accompany their persons, the monitoring need only 
be reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law enforce- 
ment objective; and 

(ii) in all other cases, only so long as there continues to be 
a reasonable likelihood that such monitoring will achieve a 
legitimate law enforcement objective, 

(c) Installation pursuant to paragraph (a)(i) and nonconsensual 
monitoring pursuant to paragraph (b)(i) shall be permitted only 
on written authorization by a judicial officer, except when 
obtaining the required court order is not feasible due to exigent 
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circumstances, in which case an order should be sought as soon 
as practicable. The court order should authorize surveillance 
for as long as necessary to achieve the authorized objective(s) 
of  the surveillance, limited to a maximum of 60 days absent 
articulable facts demonstrating a need for longer surveillance. 
Extensions of  60 days should be permitted on reauthorization by 
a judge under the appropriate standard. 

Standard 2-6.5. Illumination and Telescopic Devices 

(a) Use of  an illumination or telescopic device to observe a 
private activity or condition is permissible when: 

(i) a judicial officer has issued a warrant on probable 
cause to believe evidence of  crime will thereby be discov- 
ered; or 

(ii) obtaining a warrant is not feasible due to exigent 
circumstances, and the surveilling officer has probable 
cause to believe evidence of  crime will thereby be discov- 
ered. 

(b) Use of  an illumination or telescopic device that is not 
governed by Standard 2-6.5(a) is permissible when: 

(i) the use is overt and not prolonged with respect to any 
given area; or 

(ii) it is reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law 
enforcement objective. 

Standard 2-6.6. Detection Devices 

(a) Use of  a detection device to search a private place (whether 
associated with a person, premises, or effect) is permissible 
when: 

(i) the search is on probable cause: 

(A) pursuant to a search warrant issued by a judicial 
officer; or 

(B) without a search warrant when-obtaining such a 
warrant: 
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(1) would not be feasible due to exigent circum- 
stances; or 

(2) is unnecessary because of the lesser expecta- 
tion of  privacy associated with the private place; or 

(ii) the device is directed only at places the police are 
authorized to search: 

(A) incident to a lawful custodial arrest; 

(B) with the consent of a person with real or app~ent 
authority to give such consent; or 

(C) pursuant to a lawful inventory; or 

(iii) upon grounds for such protective action, the device is 
directed only at places the police are authorized to: 

(A) subject to a protective frisk; 

(I3) otherwise enter without notice in the interest of 
self-protection; or 

(C) subject to a protective sweep; or 

(iv) the device is directed only at persons or effects passing 
a checkpoint, if: 

(A) the checkpoint is fixed and has been established to 
serve a compelling government interest that no contra- 
band pass by that checkpoint, as determined by an 
appropriate politically accountable law enforcement 
official or governmental authority; 

(B) the checkpoint is fixed and has been established to 
serve a compelling government interest that no weap- 
ons pass by that checkpoint into a place where the 
presence of  weapons would be extraordinarily hazard- 
ous, as determined by an appropriate politically ac- 
countable law enforcement official or governmental 
authority; or 
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(C) the checkpoint is temporary and has been estab- 
lished in response to a substantial risk of death or 
serious bodily harm, upon a finding made of record by 
a supervisory law enforcement official that: 

(1) there is a reasonable suspicion that the instru- 
mentality threatening such harm or the person or 
persons threatened will thereby be discovered; and 

(2) the anticipated size of the group of persons 
involved is reasonable in light of the purpose for 
which the device is to be used; and 

(D) with respect to the checkpoints in (A) and (B), the 
public to be affected by the checkpoint: 

(1) is notified of the intended location of the 
checkpoint; and 

(2) has the opportunity, both prior to the initiation 
of the surveillance and periodically during it, to 
express its views about the checkpoint and propose 
changes in its execution, through a hearing or 
some other appropriate means. 

(b) Use of a contraband-specific detection device to search a 
private place in circumstances other than those authorized by 
Standard 2-6.6(a) is permissible if it does not involve search of 
a place of  residence and: 

(i) such use is reasonably likely to achieve a legitimate law 
enforcement objective; and 

(ii) if a seizure is made to facilitate such use, there are 
grounds for the seizure. 

(c) Use of  a weapon-specific detection device is permissible in 
the circumstances specified in Standard 2-6.6(a)(iii), even 
absent any individualized suspicion of danger that otherwise 
would be required. 

(d) Law enforcement agencies using detection devices should 
adopt procedures: 
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(i) to avoid disclosure of  gender-specific anatomical 
features to officers of  the opposite gender; and 

(ii) to ensure that no physical harm is caused by such 
devices; and 

• (iii) to ensure that the capabilities of  any device used 
conform as closely as possible to the authorized objective 
or objectives of  the surveillance. 






